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Climate change, urban population growth and resource shortages are 
the most crucial issues of our time. In this context, availability, distribu-
tion and the adequate management of resources are the fundamental 
issues that need to be addressed in design disciplines. Furthermo-
re, today, employing data that is continuously recorded and shared 
through digital media allows facilitating and amplifying these aims. The 
amount of information at our disposal is enormous, and its correct use 
is fundamental to creating quality spaces when transforming and con-
serving our built environment: architects and urban planners are asked 
to improve the quality through design and planning approaches, which 
create strong synergies with the context and the available resources.
This transition requires new strategies in architecture pedagogy to be 
able to understand these challenges and adapt them to human needs, 
by synthesizing information and transforming it into the physical form. 
Architects are responsible for activating a stimulation process that 
generates ideas and proposals that inform the built environment at 
multiple scales and with different temporal effects. As well as dealing 
with resource awareness and environmental qualities, the narrative 
element assumes a relevant role in a negotiation process that includes 
existing social, cultural and economic issues.
This book collects a synthesis of our five years’ experience, which 
ultimately aims to spur a stronger discussion about the transformation 
processes that occur in cities, and how architects can contribute to a 
more favorable evolution of our environment. 
Over three years, around 200 architecture students from more than 
60 different countries were presented with the question: how can the 
quality of the built environment inform the future of cities?
The challenge for the eight design studios was to deal with different ur-
ban contexts at different scales, with the common objective of shaping 
the transformation process in a dialectic manner. Visiting professors 
co-tutored some of the studios being involved in the topic definition.

PREMISE
Thomas Auer, Daniele Santucci
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In the first phase, students focused on specific research topics with 
the aim of generating a common database to be used and shared for 
the design process. During the semester, a number of excursions took 
us to different sites where we were able to experience first hand best 
practice in implemented projects.
The design proposals shown in this book are a selection of the over 
50 that were created. Thanks to the diverse composition of the design 
teams, their backgrounds and the experimental approach they show-
ed, the results present a large variety of solutions generated upon a 
research methodology. 
The most relevant challenge for us, was to demonstrate how the edu-
cational process, both for the teachers as well as for the students, can 
define how design, inclusion and new technologies inspire architectural 
training in the future considering humans the inseparable dimension of 
design.

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES IN 
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

Many schools of architecture studios are traditionally oriented to the 
professional practice.  However, this has changed somewhat in the 
past few decades: research has become a relevant component of 
the didactic activity, while the global crisis, alongside climate change 
and the consequent social pressures, suggest that the transformation 
of the human habitat is occurring faster than expected. As a result, 
conventional approaches may not be sufficient to meet the needs of 
future generations – therefore, a more radical and explorative approach 
in design teaching becomes more relevant.
The aforementioned conditions lead us to some critical questions: Is 
the current building market responding positively to the shifting para-
digms of architecture? If not, is the teaching of current professional 
practice good enough to prepare students to drive the market, and not 
just passively react to the market?
A positive response to those questions clearly depends on the capabi-
lities of architecture teachers to provide students with a vision of future 
societies’ needs, rather than simply transferring professional skills at a 
more pragmatic level.
Hence, it is crucial to develop a pedagogic model oriented to transfer 
innovation knowledge, which, in the field of design, focuses on the 
technology and the environmental design practices.
Over the past ten academic years, the authors of this book have de-
veloped and carried out several programmes oriented to reinforce the 
radical approach. They have included lectures on the roots of radical 
approach to design, and how this can be adapted to the environmental 
design through the introduction of ‘disruptive‘ case studies, as well as 
advanced digital tools for climate responsiveness.
‘Disruptiveness‘ does not necessarily mean advanced technology, but, 
rather, the unconventional use of technology. Accordingly with the ap-

Alessandro Melis
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proach aimed at innovation, the disruptive technologies were presen-
ted to students as the emerging innovation in the field.
This book aims to examine the aforementioned experiences recorded 
by both academics and the practitioners involved in architecture edu-
cation.
The chapters will focus on the integration between design and tech-
nology in architecture studios, on teaching methodologies, and on the 
use of case studies within courses.
A vast amount of literature shows how live studio projects, in architec-
ture schools, have proved to be essential tools for increasing students‘ 
awareness of the need for integration between innovation, design, 
technology and professional practice. The teaching of technology in 
architecture courses equally makes an extensive use of case studies 
and precedents, with the aim of narrowing the gap between theory 
and studio activity. The approach to technology, therefore, which aims 
to emphasize the need for an architecture capable of directing the 
construction market, rather than following it passively, should therefore 
be based on research-based case studies. The majority of the au-
thors involved in this text will try to analyze some of the features of the 
projects as potential case studies. Therefore, the projects have been 
selected on their effectiveness in achieving this goal, as demonstrated 
by students‘ feedback.
Within this teaching context, the interests in ‘disruptive’ aspects of 
architectural technology were multiple, including:
– Capture the students’ attention, often challenged by the complexity 
and, for some, by the dryness of technology, through a more inspiring 
approach that supports excellence and innovation;
– Deliver a practice knowledge that can facilitate the employability 
of students in the medium term, while considering future changes in 
construction technology;
– Develop a level of criticism, in order to maximize the opportunities of 
achieving a leadership position in the professional practice.
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Living in the park, mono-function and car-oriented traffic planning 
are key facets of the post-war urban vision in Germany: these kinds 
of quarters exist everywhere in the central areas of German cities. At 
that time, the need for daylight, air and free space is comprehensible. 
Recent concepts such as densification, environmental consciousness, 
mixed functional use and new living and mobility concepts, show how 
deep the expectations (idea, vision, concept) around a vibrant and 
liveable city have changed.

The Pius-quarter in Ingolstadt is a typical post-war settlement with 
different typologies. The older part has a structured and loosened 
character, with four-to-five-storey terraced buildings from the 1950s 
and 1960s. The following construction phase shows a strong para-
digm shift that aims to achieve urbanity through density. This phase 
is characterized by taller buildings with a higher density, maintaining a 
continuous scenic open space. Both cases represent ‚landscape urba-
nism’.The existing Pius-quarter in Ingolstadt is a mono-functional used 
quarter and is considered a social flashpoint.

The sun is the core of the project’s study. Although it is essential for 
energy and a source of vitamin D for people, it can also cause UV-
damage and overheating problems in our buildings and urban spaces. 
Ultimately, the sun defines the orientation of our living spaces and how 
we shade them.

Both on a personal level as well as in buildings, the relation between 
light and shadow is something that is defined but that also can be con-
tinuously changed; it can be manipulated and tuned. 

The transformation of the Pius-quarter considers relevant aspects in 
terms of sustainability and looks at the climate responsive city. Minimal 

A PLACE IN THE SUN
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soil sealing and the conservation of green areas can bring satisfactory 
climatic conditions, by creating green corridors to connect the urban 
texture to the landscape, as well as protecting natural habitats.

The existing buildings that can be retrofitted with simple measures, 
as well as being adapted to more adequate floor-plans, create a large 
amount of affordable living space. The poor building quality has deter-
mined a lower occupancy density and a partial utilization, compared to 
the 1950s and 1960s. The renovations seem cost intensive, in particu-
lar if related to the poor building quality. 

In this context, the level of retrofitting intervention to create new living 
spaces is the main question: to obtain a level of quality that corres-
ponds to the social needs and to the real estate market. A complete 
renovation would be uneconomic, especially in relation to the banality 
of the building stock, would result in the total gentrification of the area.

This framework indicates the necessity of balancing the ecological 
and environmental aspects of sustainability with the socio-economical 
ones, to gain thought-provoking arrangements to be considered in 
future scenarios.

Due to its low building density and to its proximity to a major car 
manufacturer’s headquarters and factory, the quarter has the potential 
to be developed as a sustainable urban model and as a carbon neutral 
neighborhood. 

Aspects such as renewable power generation, new mobility concepts, 
and comfortable microclimates are fundamental elements of a multi-
functional quarter. Alongside a variety of living forms (co-housing, 
single units, families, etc.), commercial activities, cultural and shared 
uses should be integrated.

Through this, the quarter would lose its original limited multi-functiona-
lity through new functions, and, through the Leitmotiv of the sun and 

its multiple significances, it would achieve a high level of attractiveness 
and vitality.

In a first research phase, the sun was analyzed in multiple aspects 
that were set as a Leitmotiv for the project. After visiting the quarter, 
concepts for the transformation were developed and presented. Based 
on those, in a successive phase, the scenarios were run through and 
represented into projects.

The strong conceptual approach aims to create highly attractive envi-
ronments out of the anonymous neighborhoods, combining aesthetic 
appeal with an inclusive city where citizens have access to education, 
healthcare, culture and healthy and safe environments, besides tech-
nological features.

The Pius Plus project aims to present design proposals for a qualitative 
densification from differing points of view: an effective use of surfaces 
and resources, a balanced functional mix, efficient mobility concepts to 
mitigate the peaks in the electric grid, a comfortable urban climate and 
a future-oriented social structure. Through these interventions, the Pius 
quarter could develop as an urban system and be upgraded to fulfill 
the goal of a carbon neutral quarter.
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Constructive tube for 
hanging boxes

Top panel

Bottom panel with soil

Panel frame to grip
the glass

Green facade- Plants

Rubber ring securing the 
boxes on the tube

Water hose for cooling the air near the 
building facade by spraying water

Water hose for 
Watering the green facade

Tinted glassTinted glass Tinted glass

Perforated panel to filter 
incoming sunlight

Cylinder allowing 
opening of the glass
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MORE WITH LESS

In recent decades, energy efficiency has been considered the main 
factor to achieve carbon neutrality. Both on new as well as on retro-
fitted buildings, the quantification of energy demand has been used 
as the key to evaluating sustainability. Even in international certifica-
tion systems, the evaluation of sustainability levels is largely based on 
the criterion of efficiency. In Europe, although a considerable number 
of existing buildings have been refurbished to reduce their energy 
demand, a significant overall reduction of carbon emissions has not 
yet been observed. One reason for this phenomenon is the increase 
in the individual living space that has occurred in western countries. 
Dwindling fossil energy sources, the need to reduce CO2 emissions, 
as well as a growing environmental and sustainability awareness in our 
society, have set new challenges for the construction industry. Legal 
requirements, energy saving regulations and certifications necessitate 
a rethinking of design and planning processes. Control tools such as 
energy performance certificates for buildings, or incentives to meet 
improved energy standards, are established during the planning and 
implementation phases.
Since higher energy efficiency in buildings does not necessarily relate 
to lower emissions, to achieve a significant reduction in CO2 emissions 
in the built environment, it is imperative to reconsider the rising de-
mand for living space and their related requirements. The improvement 
of energy efficiency in buildings should be combined with appropriate 
responses to the social issues of our time.
In order to get closer to the targets of the energy transition in Germany, 
which is based on abandoning nuclear power by 2022 and using 80% 
renewable energy sources by 2050, it will be necessary to reconsider 
the methods for quantifying energy efficiency. In fact, considering that 
operational energy demand for buildings has not yet led to an overall 
reduction of carbon emissions, other evaluation methods need to be 
identified.
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In 1998, researchers of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
(ETH-Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich) introduced 
the vision of the ‘2,000-Watt society‘ to represent a goal in terms of 
energy demand: over the course of a year no one in western countries 
should exceed 2,000 Watts of continuous power demand including, 
e.g. operational energy for living, mobility, nutrition, infrastructure, etc. 
This value is the threshold of the world average rate of total energy 
use and approximately corresponds to consumption in Europe in the 
1960s. Nowadays, the average demand of a European citizen is three 
times as much: roughly 6,000 Watts. The most effective way to reduce 
demand and consequently emissions is to reduce our impact. In a 
word: sufficiency. Sufficiency, a term which is rarely used, and whose 
significance is not unambiguous, defines what is enough. In ecology, 
the term sufficiency (from lat. sufficere, to suffice) means the aim to 
reduce negative environmental consequences through a reduction of 
the demand for consumer goods.
While efficiency, which has an analytical character, is used to evaluate 
a wide range of cases and processes, sufficiency represents a rather 
unsystematic and seldom-used alternative for a qualitative evaluation. 
Although sufficiency cannot be classified as a scientific quantitative 
evaluation system, it should not be neglected when formulating design 
and planning proposals as the careful management of resources is the 
issue of our future. In this context, models based on sufficiency offer 
the opportunity to focus on the quality of our built environment and of 
our living spaces. Sufficiency in buildings means reducing individual 
space and creating common areas for shared activities, balancing 
strictly private sectors with shared spaces for semi-private activities. 
Built surfaces as well as public spaces are considered fundamental 
resources. In a framework where the effectiveness in using resources 
appears to be the basic parameter for evaluating sustainability, suffici-
ency seems to be strongly related to a future-oriented – sustainable 
– model.
Another basic issue to be reconsidered are indoor comfort conditions. 
Increasing comfort requirements have given rise to a strong improve-
ment in the building envelope in terms of building physics to obtain 

better indoor comfort conditions with a lower energy demand. These 
targets are reasonable in new buildings, when the planning process 
includes them in the early phase. Dealing with the built environment, 
especially in the case of social residential buildings built during the 
second half of the 20th century, requires a different approach. All 
evaluation systems based on the energy balance define certain tempe-
ratures as a basic condition for the living space within the thermal skin 
of buildings. This criterion leads to an incorrect evaluation of existing 
buildings. Most evaluation processes for residential buildings consider 
all built space as a homogeneous zone with the same comfort require-
ments. 
 
In contrast to the common approach, which places the highest priority 
on thermally insulating the building envelope and new installations to 
reduce demand and emissions, the Hyperaubing project’s main task is 
to rethink living spaces in post-war residential complexes. Instead of 
adapting existing buildings to given functions, the capacity of buildings 
is the driver for transformation. Nevertheless, as the building stock de-
termines the identity and the building culture of our cities, considering 
its conservation and transformation is a high priority. Reducing energy 
demand while increasing architectural quality seems to be the stron-
gest motivator for refurbishing the stock. 

Integrating new functions and different climate zones in existing buil-
dings create synergies between spaces and energy flows. The so-
called functional mix presents the opportunity to experiment with com-
binations of different energy demands, in terms of temporal availability, 
energy sources and temperature levels. Based on this assumption the 
building has to be considered one element of a complex system and 
the ‘smart grid‘ is one of its levels. Buildings are adaptable elements in 
relation to the city, or, more generally, to the context in which they are 
situated. It seems necessary therefore to create a vision that incor-
porates the building in the context of the city and in the relationships 
it imposes. In fact, the city offers a wide range of systems, structures 
and alternating demands which can and must be linked and shared. 
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The target should be shifted from achieving absolute values of energy 
efficiency for individual buildings, the current practice supported by 
existing legislation, to identifying measures and interventions with a 
high degree of accuracy.
This method delineates a transformation strategy that does not deeply 
intervene in existing structures. The building stock is considered an 
embodied energy store that is worth keeping. Interventions are plan-
ned to assure accessibility, to better adapt to contemporary living stan-
dards and to enhance comfort conditions by adding new layers, which 
include new functions and optimize the envelope in terms of building 
physics. But the main structures are kept and each proposed measu-
re is evaluated with regard to its impact on the amount of embodied 
energy. The aim of this approach is to consider embodied energy as a 
main factor to determine the level of sustainability for the intervention. 
As in European countries, the energy production from renewables is 
gradually increasing, the primary energy factors will decrease in the 
next few decades, leading to a different ratio between operational and 
embodied energy. The influence of embodied energy, both for new and 
existing buildings, will play a major role in achieving carbon neutrality.
 
Based on the above criteria, solutions were tested on a 1960s social 
housing complex in Neuaubing, Munich. Besides their peripheral loca-
tions, these areas have a strong potential for the future development of 
cities, due to their concealed qualities: low density of urban structures, 
large-scale green areas, affordable prices, and good connections to 
the city centre via the public transportation network. The proposals 
formulate strategies and models to refurbish and maintain the existing 
buildings, and, simultaneously, to develop innovative living models. 
Existing criteria defined by norms and regulations, such as homogene-
ous comfort conditions for the entire living space and building physics 
requirements for the envelope, were questioned and debated using 
exemplary alternative approaches.
Buildings were transformed through extensions, redefining proportions 
between collective and individual spaces and considering flexibility in 
floor plans as the main response to the rapidly changing needs in our 

contemporary society. Introducing new functions leads to a greater 
variety in quarters where mono-function has influenced the way of 
living, leading to increased attractiveness. The ‚Hyperaubing‘ projects 
increased density from the current approximately 40m2/person, to 
roughly 20m2/person, including the additions to existing buildings that 
were designed to generate common spaces and to achieve higher 
energy standards through passive systems. The use of advanced 
building installations, combined with renewable energy sources, leads 
to synergetic effects between the improved existing buildings and the 
new spaces. 
Keywords such as densification, environmental awareness, and new 
mixed-use residential and mobility concepts show how far the idea 
of a lively and liveable city has changed in the past 50 years. Based 
on the objectives of CO2 neutrality and a careful use of resources, 
we identified and developed models which included the structural 
transformation of society and the notion of ‚sufficiency‘. Efficient floor 
plans in refurbished buildings enable generating a large amount of 
low-cost and affordable housing with minimal transformation measu-
res. Aspects of energy efficiency and ecological effectiveness were 
combined with economic and social issues, to guarantee a valid 
model for sustainable intervention. The level of intervention and the 
transformation measures for housing is a fundamental question for 
upgrading building stock in a socially acceptable way, while also 
being compatible with the real estate market.
The ‘Hyperaubing’ project shows the possible scenarios for up-
grading the existing building stock. Transforming existing buildings 
also positively affects the urban space: inserting new functions and 
actors activates new flows. To diffuse similar models, it is necessary 
to work on simple buildings that can be easily transformed. In fact, 
flexibility in use assures a higher level of adaptation, especially when 
considering unpredictable future scenarios. Increasing requirements 
on user comfort, acoustics and thermal insulation and the related 
legal restraints have led to increasingly complex constructions and 
building systems. The consequences are increasing costs, higher 
error-rates in planning and building processes and complicated use. 
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Stronger adaptation capabilities to local climatic conditions through 
effective passive measures, as well as the implementation of functional 
requirements using simple constructions and practicing an efficient use 
of materials and energetic resources, can be the key to assuring longer 
lifecycles for buildings. Innovation can be attained through reduction. 
Simplifying construction and building installations and their connection 
with the constructional understanding of building culture could be an 
approach to reaching this aim. The focus of the strategy is on the use 
of local materials, simplified building elements and the reduced use 
of installations. Furthermore, data records can assure an additional 
optimization, both for consumption and comfort conditions. Through 
prediction and shared information, energy flows can be distributed in 
a more effective way. To reach the targets of the energy revolution in 
Germany, as well as those of the Kyoto Protocol for other countries, 
and to react to the consequences of the climate change, the increase 
in quality and attractiveness of our built environment is supposed to be 
the most effective measure. The key to a significant reduction of CO2 
emissions and a major factor for creating a sustainable model for our 
cities is therefore to provide a high level of quality for the built environ-
ment and the public space. Because finally, in the debate about quality 
of life, the main issue is the necessary amount of resources. Sufficiency 
means more quality, with less expenditure of resources. 
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Lehrstuhl für Gebäudetechnologie und klimagerechtes Bauen
Prof. Thomas Auer

SOLARER SONNENERTRAG WINTER-/SOMMERSONNENWENDE 

11) HORITONTALE SONNEINSTRAHLUNG - SOMMERSONNENWENDEN

TAGESDURCHSCHNITTSWERT:  3580.59 Wh

DATUM: 21th, June

ZEIT: kompletter Tagesverlauf

12) HORITONTALE SONNEINSTRAHLUNG - WINTERSONNENWENDEN

TAGESDURCHSCHNITTSWERT:  358.65 Wh

DATUM: 21th, Dezember

ZEIT: kompletter Tagesverlauf

HORIZONTALER STRAHLUNGSERTRAG

Die Abbildungen 11) und 12) zeigen den  
totalen solaren Energieertrag von hori-
zontalen Flächen des gesamten Areals 
- hier ohne Einbezug der Dachfl ächen. 
Die Messungen wurden für den Zei-
traum eines kompletten Tages, von Son-
neaufgang bis Untergang, des 21. Junis 
und  21. Oktobers durchgeführt.
Der gemessene Tagesdurchschnitt-
swert des Strahlungsertrages für den 
Außenbereich des Areals, am 21. Juni, 
liegt bei 3580.59Wh. Der Durchschnitt-
swert hingegen am 21. Dezember ist bei 
358.65Wh. Hier zeigt sich, dass der solare 
Energieertrag auf horizontalen Flächen 
im Winter um ein 10faches geringer ist, 
als vergleichsweise zur Sommerzeit.

VERTIKALER STRAHLUNGSERTRAG

Die folgenden Abbildungen auf den 
nächsten Seiten zeigen grafi sch den 
vertikalen Strahlungsertrag anhand von 
vier beispielhaften Fassadenfl ächen. 
Berücksichtigt sind hier die Nord- und 
Südfassade, wie auch jeweils die unter-
schiedlichen Zeiten der Sonnenwenden.
Der gesamte solare Energieertrag der 
jeweiligen Fassadenfl äche setzt sich aus 
der diff usen und direkten Strahlung zu-
sammen.
Die dargestellten Größen zeigen den Er-
trag von Wh pro m² Fassadenfl äche.

Der Strahlungsertrag ist stark abhängig 
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HYPERAUBING Masterprojekt
WS 2014/15

VERTIKALER SONNENERTRAG DER SÜDFASSADE - SOMMERSONNENWENDE 21.06

GESAMTER SONNENERTRAG DER SÜDFASSADE  
WERTEBEREICH: 600 - 1400

DATUM: 21st, June

ZEIT: 9:00 - 18:00

  DIREKTE SONNENEINSTRAHLUNG DER SÜDFASSADE

WERTEBEREICH: 90 - 400

DATUM: 21st, June

ZEIT: 9:00 - 18:00

  DIFFUSE SONNENEINTRAHLUNG DER SÜDFASSADE
 WERTEBEREICH: 500 - 1000

DATUM: 21tst June

ZEIT: 9:00 - 18:00
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 SONNENVERLAUF - SOMMERSONNENWENDE  21.06

EINLEITUNG

In der hier folgenden Broschüre werden 
Erläuterungen über den Sonnen- und 
Schattenverlauf der Bauwerke des  Pla-
nungsgebietes in Neuaubing zwischen 
der Sipplingerstraße und der Mainau-
straße aufgezeigt - Vegetationen wur-
den hier außer Acht gelassen. Die Unter-
suchung erfolgte mittels der Software 
‘Autodesk Ecotect 2011’.

Die Analyse zeigt Darstellungen zu zwei 
unterschiedlichen Jahreszeiten bzw. Ta-
gen - einmal den Schatten- und Sonnen-
stand zur Zeit der Sommersonnnenwen-
de, dem 21.Juni - dem Zeitpunkt, an 
dem die Sonne ihren höchsten Stand in 
der nördlichen Hemisphere erreicht und 
der Wintersommerwende, am 21. De-
zember, mit dem niedrigsten Sonnen-
stand des Jahres. 

Zu beiden Sonnenwendenzeiten, mit
Schattendarstellungen zu spezifi schen 
Uhrzeiten, wird außerdem der Schatten-
tagesverlauf als Range dargestellt und 
gibt somit Auskunft über die lückenlose 
Verschattungsfl ächen über einen vorge-
gebenen Zeitraum an. 

SOMMERSONNENWENDE

Die Darstellung 1) zeigt die Range, also 
den gesamten Sonnenverlauf und des-
sen Schattenwürfe von 9-18Uhr am Tag  
der Sommersonnenwende.
Die nachfolgenden Abbildungen 2) bis 
5) stellen den Sonnenstand und Schat-
tenwurf zu bestimmen Uhrzeiten dar.

In der sich aus der Range kennzeichnen-
den Schattenfl äche erkennt man die Be-
reiche des Quartiers, die den ganzen Tag 
dem Sonnenlicht ausgesetzt sind und 
dementsprechend einen hohen Son-
nenertrag aufweisen. Durch den hohen 
Sonnenstand zur Sommerzeit bildet 
sich ein vergleichsweiser kurzer Schat-
ten durch die Gebäude.  Was zudem 
auff ällt ist der längere Schattenwurf zur 
Nachmittags- und Abendzeit, der voral-
lem dafür sorgt, dass das Zentrum und 
der Bereich um die höheren Bauten vom 
Sonnenlicht abgeschnitten sind.

1) SONNENVERLAUF - SOMMERSONNENWENDE 

DATUM: 21th, June

ZEIT: 9:00 - 18:00
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 SONNENVERLAUF - WINTERSONNENWENDE  21.12

6) SONNENVERLAUF - WINTERSONNENWENDE 

DATUM: 21th, December

ZEIT: 9:00 - 15:00

WINTERSONNENWENDE

Die Darstellung 6) zeigt die Range, also 
den gesamten Sonnenverlauf und des-
sen Schattenwürfe von 9-15Uhr am Tag  
der Wintersonnenwende.
Die nachfolgenden Abbildungen 7) bis 
10) stellen den Sonnenstand und Schat-
tenwurf zu bestimmen Uhrzeiten dar.

Die Quartiersbereiche mit den Schat-
tenfl ächen, die sich in der Range zur 
Wintersonnenwende abzeichnen, sind 
im Vergleich zu denen des Sommers um 
ein vielfaches größer.  Lediglich der zen-
tralere nord-östliche Bereich und Areal-
mittelspunkt sind weniger verschattet. 
Ursache hierfür ist der niedrige Sonnen-
stand, der einen langen Schattenwurf 
zur Folge hat und nahezu das gesamte 
Quartier verdunkelt. 
Des Weiteren zeigen die Grafi ken 7) bis 
9) Überlagerungen des Schatten der 

Turmbauten mit den umliegenden Vier-
geschossbauten. Es werden komplette 
Fassadenbereiche verdunkelt, so dass 
keine Belichtung der jeweiligen Räume 
stattfi nden kann. 
Besonders auff ällig sind die permanent 
abgedunkelten Zwischenhofbereiche 
des östlichen Quartiersabschnitt. 

Wiederholt ist zu erwähnen, dass die 
Vegetation nicht mit in die Analyse 
eingefl ossen ist. Auf Grund der großen  
Menge von alten Baumbeständen und 
dessen Höhen, ist das Feld der Verschat-
tung zu erweitern und mit in die Pla-
nung einzubeziehen. 
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Course of sun on june 21.

Course of sun on december 21.

CONTEXT
SOLAR ANALYSIS
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SUFFICIENCY 
TOOLKIT

Fig.15 Image showing the princip- 
             les of bilan‘s system
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Accessibility - food security

Accessibility - activities

ACCESSIBILITY
CONTEXT
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Green roof - increase insulation Rainwater collection

Second skin - noise canceling, blend protection 
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cultivated area: 15.730m2

sales area: 375m2

restaurant/education: 800m2 

SUFFICIENCY | URBAN FARMING

VERZAHNUNG
ANNA-LEA BOÉ

SARAH DIELENSCHNEIDER
EDUARD MILDENBERGER
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2015´s total= 784 persons

1960’s total = 665,6 persons (3,2 person/apartment)
2014’s total = 436,8 persons (2,1 person/apartment)

Future situation

Courtyard

NATURE

WATER SQUARE

HIGH STREET

COMMUNITYSPORT

Hi, my name is Arnold!

Let me introduce you the Aubing com-
munity house, but first this is my wonder-
ful wife Marilyn and our kids Jimmy and 

Angela. 
So as you already know this is our 

block, the place to be! 

68 m2 78 m2

Duplex apartment fits to our 
family perfectly!

It’s like living in a family 
house.

Fun Park

Find the spaceConnect

Stories of Neu Aubing

68m², for family 
with 2 children

78m², split level, for 
family with 2 children

Find the way

Find the way

Find the way Connect Find the space

STORIES OF NEUAUBING
ASTRID GUIZZARDI

LINDA SIRANOVA
JAN URBAN
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GSEducationalVersion

Building students - plans (ground floor and standard floor plan) and reference student living

GSEducationalVersion

25/26
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Concept - plans and facade diversity living
11/26
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Concept - plans and facade diversity living
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Plan and section living
13/26

GSEducationalVersion

Hyper Aubing  
Diversity - Community

Technische Universität München
Master Architektur
Lehrstuhl für Gebäudetechnologie und klimagerechtes Bauen
28.01.2015

Students: Sabrina Bauer, Stefanie Fußeder

Prof.: Thomas Auer
Assistants: Dipl.-Ing. Arch. Daniele Santucci; Dipl.-Ing. Arch. Christian Goldbach; Dipl.-Ing. Verena Heyn

Hyper Aubing: Diversity - Community Sabrina Bauer, Stefanie Fußeder

Drawings office building
19/26

DIVERSITY - COMMUNITY
SABRINA BAUER

STEFANIE FUSSEDER
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The student’s design assignment for the summer term was to develop 
a transformation strategy for the town of Bad Endorf, Bavaria, Germa-
ny.
Bad Endorf is located southeast of Munich next to Lake Chiemsee, 
within a pristine Alpen landscape. It is an ideal place to live and work 
in harmony with its natural surroundings. Bad Endorf has more lakes 
than any other region in Bavaria, and is an attractive location with 
many wellness baths and health spas. The local clinics provide excel-
lent health and rehabilitation services, which are supported by a variety 
of local hotels, short-term rental units, and restaurants. At first glance, 
Bad Endorf is a perfect balance of commerce, culture, and nature, yet 
after closer inspection, one notices a lack of a few essential unifying 
spaces, such as a town center or market. In addition, Bad Endorf 
is broken into two parts by the railway tracks which pass through it. 
While the presence of shops, a church, schools and a kindergarten 
provide for an active public sphere, a clearly defined ‚meeting point‘ 
is nowhere to be found. Furthermore, the constant traffic is more the 
result of travelers passing through the town heading toward the Alps, 
rather than visitors coming stay in the town itself. Finally, attempts to 
promote ownership for local businesses and residents have had limited 
success. While Bad Endorf has tremendous potential, ideas to promo-
te growth have not yet been effectively implemented and cooperation 
has often been met with internal political strife.
The established health centers and spas are slowly losing their attrac-
tion as they are not currently prepared for the structural changes taking 
place. To move forward, Bad Endorf will need to ‚re-invent’ its identity, 
along with how it presents itself to the outside world. This can be par-
tially resolved with a comprehensive advertising campaign, but lasting, 
longer-term change is needed by developing architectural solutions 
within an overall masterplan.
In Bad Endorf, there are two underused open areas that are big 

THE ADAPTABLE CITY
Christian Goldbach
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enough to be considered for positive urban development. One of these 
sites sits near the middle of town, another east of the main street, 
bordered north and south by residential zones, but broken into small 
sections.
The student’s assignment was to develop a strategic intervention plan 
for the open spaces that compliments the current town’s plan, clarifies 
which functions are currently needed, and brings together the town as 
a unified whole. 
Activities that currently occur on site include:
Each week a market is set up in an old ‚barn‘, where local farmers sell 
their produce. Although it occupies only a small part of the site, it is a 
popular event visited by many residents and tourists. In addition, the 
site is currently used as a parking lot. The square is surrounded by 
one-to-three-storey buildings except for two narrow entrances. The 
openness of this site creates the opportunity to design new architectu-
ral interventions amid a growing city, without the need to vacate or tear 
down existing structures.
The students began with a detailed site analysis checking traffic pat-
terns, asking residents about the town’s current condition and their 
desires for it, as well as researching precedents that can be used as 
examples from similar situations elsewhere. They documented the 
variety of existing uses, verified accessibility, and developed strategies 
to integrate and connect the open areas with their surroundings.
The initial studies demonstrated that Bad Endorf’s location is excel-
lently situated. For example, popular hiking and biking trails already 
pass through the region, or could easily be re-directed through the 
town center. A wide range of nearby natural attractions and destina-
tions could be mapped out and easily reached using Bad Endorf as a 
central ‚basecamp‘, making the town itself a desirable destination. The 
growth of the outdoor recreation industry would reinvigorate the esta-
blished wellness baths and spa, which would, in turn, promote more 
outdoor recreation; thus creating synergetic parallel growth.
Using the results of the analysis, each student group proposed ap-
propriate uses for the open areas of Bad Endorf. Examples include a 
location for a common area, catering, bicycle repair, sales of sporting 

goods, a hotel, tourist information display, a curated exhibition, or a 
‚meeting place‘ for the community of Bad Endorf. Program options 
were also considered on the upper floors of the buildings such as 
residences, commercial spaces, and other innovative uses like a center 
for start-up companies that would benefit from a rural location, nearby 
farms, lakes and mountains, rather than locating in urban areas.
The students all concluded that the newly designed structures nee-
ded to express a common architectural language to create a unified 
sense of place and identity. Different approaches to this language 
were explored through studies of roof forms, building heights, facade 
materials, and the connection between indoor and outdoor spaces. 
In addition, the relationship between the new building and the existing 
buildings was discussed, in particular how elevated points in the new 
designs create an architectural dialogue with the spire of the existing 
town church.
These studies revealed that the site is most activated when it is con-
nected to its surroundings from both sides. Doing this allows travelers 
to move through the site, increasing the site’s visibility, while also bin-
ding the site together. The ground floor zones are best used exclusively 
for public functions of the local community. Ideally, parking would be 
hidden underground, so that the ground floor can be made available 
for pedestrian plazas, courtyards, parks, and green spaces. The goal 
for each study is a clear expression of local character.
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2.1 NEVEREND
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NeverEnd Masterprojekt
SoSe 2015

NeverEnd

Sun/Shadow-analysis
Nicoletta Zoppi,  Eduard MIldenberger
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OBING

PITTENHART

BAD ENDORF 

ROSENHEIM

LOKSCHUPPEN ROSENHEIM

MUSEUM 1900 
SÖCHTENAU
CAR: 12min
PUBLIC TRANSPORT: 1h 54min

CABLE CAR
CAR: 28min
PUBLIC TRANSPORT: 47min

AINDORF
AMERANG

HALFING PELHAM
CAR: 10min
PUBLIC TRANSPORT: ---

HERRENCHIEMSEE
CAR: 14min
PUBLIC TRANSPORT: ---

CAR: 22min
PUBLIC TRANSPORT: 25min

These are some of the that are worth to visit while staying in 
Bad Endorf. To get there by car is not a problem as the dis-
tance is short and enough parking spots are provided. The 

connection by train though could be problematic to some 
of them - direct lines are missing, and time is sometimes 
uncomparable to the car transport.

SOURCES:
http://www.bad-endorf.de/willkommen/unser-ort/ortsplan-interaktiv.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosenheim%E2%80%93Salzburg_railway

MOBILITY ANALYSIS
CONTEXT
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BUS LINE 1
BUS LINE 2
BUS LINE 3
BUS LINE 4

60.295hab

8.222hab

148.521hab

1.407.836hab

ROSENHEIM

BAD ENDORF

SALZBURG

MÜNCHEN

58min | 76km

1h 11m
in | 93km

1h 17min | 88km

1h 10 min | 69 km

Munich International Airport

Salzburg Airport

60.295hab

8.222hab

148.521hab

1.407.836hab

ROSENHEIM

BAD ENDORF

SALZBURG

MÜNCHEN

54min

50min

Munich International Airport

Salzburg Airport

60.295hab

8.222hab

148.521hab

1.407.836hab

ROSENHEIM

BAD ENDORF

SALZBURG

MÜNCHEN

3h 53min

4h 35min

Munich International Airport

Salzburg Airport

CONNECTION TO THE CITIES
The town of Bad Endorf,  located in Oberbayern is well con-
nected by train to the cities Munich (25 times a day) and 
Salzburg. Since the housing situation in Munich is compli-
cated the city has a huge potential for living in.
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VORARLBERG
INSPIRATION
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CONCEPT

MATERIALSMATERIALS

MARIE BENDOVA
AINA TAPIAS TERRE

BAD ENDORF
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Sections and elevations
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thermal mass in 
�oor

open south facade 
for max daylight

natural 
ventilation

mechanical 
ventilation for heat 
rocovery

daily and seasonal 
heat storage

Section Energy Concept Green house 

Section Water Supply Green house 

Energy Concept 
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ventilation
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heat storage

Section Energy Concept Green house 
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Energy Concept 

GreENdorf

Sections and elevations

GreENdorf

green house

laboratory

hotel

treatment centre

cinema 

market

New functions Old functions

+     kino
        café
        multipurpose hall
   
   

+     restaurant

Functions
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MIROSLAVA DENINA
KRISTINA STEFANOVA

GREENDORF
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URBAN TRANSFORMATION 

To achieve a carbon neutral building stock – which is required by the 
EU Carbon Roadmap by 2050  – our efforts need to be smart and 
holistic on all scales of design. In addition, climate change and climate 
control particularly in our cities will contribute to the challenge – as well 
as other issues such as demographics, urbanization, etc. All of this will 
change the built environment, which requires a massive transformatio-
nal process. 
At the same time, it is essential that a transformational process leads 
to good environmental conditions – indoor as well as outdoor (public 
realm). This requires mitigation and adaptation strategies, which can 
only be accomplished by adapting the design process: ‚Form Follows 
Process‘ (Chris Bangle, chief of design at BMW between 1992 and 
2009). Integrated design strategies and a performance-driven design 
process is the basis to find answers on the question of our time. A 
transformation, which needs to be radical in order to achieve de-
carbonization and a highly comfortable environment at the same time 
– should be aspirational as well as inspirational. 
Research by design becomes fundamental to develop a comprehensi-
ve approach. Engineers cannot develop answers by themselves; also 
designers, architects and planners can’t alone accomplish the task. It 
requires an integrated approach, together with humanities and other 
stakeholders, such as the public. 
The design studio provides an environment where we can test such an 
integrated approach. Together with architectural students, conceptual 
approaches are developed and their implication on the built environ-
ment are tested. Over the past three years, several strategies were 
developed and tested in various tasks. Each task and each project is 
like a piece of a puzzle, which contributes to a bigger picture. A pic-
ture, which hopefully gives us a hint on the ‚how‘ question and helps 
us to curate a transformational process, so that we don’t get lost in 
transformation.

Thomas Auer
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In addition to political, economic, and demographic developments, 
global warming is significantly influencing inhabited building culture in 
Germany. The European Union’s ‚Carbon Roadmap 2050‘ stipulates 
the emissions reductions that need to take place across different sec-
tors. According to the road map, CO2 emissions from buildings need 
to be reduced by 90 percent of their 1990 value by the year 2050. This 
applies to all inhabited buildings. Such buildings are responsible for 
around 40 percent of CO2 emissions, which is why the construction 
sector is so important. This is an enormous challenge that will not only 
impact technology but will also modify our built environment. Definition 
of targets has so far been primarily informational. In reality, in the case 
of Stuttgart, for instance, CO2 emissions have been constant since the 
mid-1990s, so the gap between the target and the reality is continually 
growing. Moreover, climatic conditions are changing (rising summer 
temperatures), which will put a further strain on, and affect above all, 
our urban centers.
The 90 percent CO2 emissions reduction target in the construction 
sector can certainly not be met by heat insulation alone, on top of 
which public criticism of external thermal insulation systems is increa-
sing. The whole area must be considered far more holistically. Among 
other things, carbon budget limits need to be revised. Apart from buil-
ding-related energy factors, an infrastructure is needed, especially in 
the urban context, to facilitate intelligent energy exchange between, for 
instance, housing and industry. Personal energy and carbon budgets, 
as in the Swiss ‚2000-Watt Society’ model, need to be examined. This 
would involve computing, aside from a building’s running costs, the 
total energy consumption (or CO2 emissions) of its users divided by 
the number of persons in each household. Statistics from the Ame-
rican Department of Energy show that commercial high-rises in the 
USA consume over 50 percent more energy than lower buildings. If, 
however, one looks at energy consumption per user, it is the other way 
round. Not that this means that high-rises are usually more efficient in 
terms of personal energy budgets, more that they are primarily located 
in urban centers. Because of high rents, the average number of people 
working here per square meter exceeds that in suburban low-rises. 

Increased density inevitably leads to higher energy demands, but abo-
ve all it shows how misleading area-based energy ratings can be. Per 
capita living space is rising constantly in the western world. A personal 
energy budget would deal with this phenomenon no less than with 
energy demands for home-to-work commuting. If the distance is 30 or 
more kilometers – using a private car – then the energy standard of the 
building ceases to be relevant.
Increasing outdoor summer temperatures are another challenge. Urban 
spaces in particular often suffer from the so-called heat island effect. 
Urban overheating is largely caused by solar radiation being absorbed 
by sealed areas and buildings that retain heat during the night, resul-
ting in limited and insufficient nocturnal cooling. Temperature records 
of Paris in the record-breaking summer of 2003 indicate that the 
temperature of downtown Paris was 1° to 2°K higher than in surroun-
ding areas during the afternoons, but 10°K higher at night. If we fail 
to reduce urban overheating, we will be forced to equip buildings with 
air conditioning, which will take us yet further away from the Carbon 
Roadmap targets.
In the context of the 2000-Watt Society model, Switzerland has defi-
ned the interplay of efficiency, consistency, and sufficiency as the key 
to significant CO2 emissions reduction. Apart from energy efficiency 
and the transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources, life-
style is also coming under scrutiny in respect of sufficiency. A holistic 
view comprising extended carbon budget limits and a personalized ap-
proach to all energy-related aspects of life will certainly do the subject 
far greater justice.
With regard to buildings in general, the heat-insulating properties of 
building envelopes must be improved and/or heating supplies effici-
ency and CO2 emissions optimized. Provision must also be made 
for aesthetic and planning-and-building-cultural aspects. Aesthetic 
considerations – apart from listed buildings – are urgently necessary, 
particularly in extended inner-city contexts. Just as entire architectural 
ensembles are listed, buildings whose facades and materials contribu-
te to the appearance of a city or city district (e.g. clinker brick facades) 
must be defined. The debate here sometimes takes on an uncalled-for, 
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dogmatic tone. In addition to interior thermal insulation, the heat-trans-
fer properties of windows, roofs, and basement components need to 
be optimized without their significantly affecting building design.
In densely built, mixed-use districts, energy exchange, above all 
heating, between users is an option. The waste heat from a computer 
center or bakery, for instance, can be used for heating apartments. 
As waste heat temperatures tend to be low, energy must be deplo-
yed near the producer, otherwise the energy demands of the pumps 
quickly exceed any benefit gained. Seasonal heat reservoirs or geo-
thermal probe fields (near-surface geothermal energy) allow combi-
nations with solar thermal or PVT (photovoltaic with an integrated 
solar thermal collector) and can offset seasonal demand fluctuations. 
Supplementing seasonal heat reservoirs with block heating plants and 
fuel cells, if necessary, is economically and ecologically interesting. 
High efficiency can thus be achieved by means of a customized mix of 
technologies and integrated local resources.
The large-scale deployment of photovoltaic and wind energy is leading 
to increasing load fluctuations on the electricity grids. This will grow 
substantially in the next few decades. Big load fluctuations are more 
frequently producing short-term power grid surpluses. The building 
sector, with its inertia, can serve as a reservoir here, either through 
short-term absorption of large quantities of surplus power (power-
to-heat) or by switching off big energy consumers such as heating or 
cooling (load management). Action such as this can lead to potential 
synergies between the power grid and the existing architectural sub-
stance and is an interesting alternative to the current purely passive 
concept of improving the energy efficiency of buildings. To exploit this 
potential, an overhaul of panel heating and cooling systems, combined 
with geothermal heat pumps, must be accelerated, as well as amen-
ding energy conservation regulations to cover this option.
Inadequate new housing construction in urban centers over the past 
two decades, together with increased per capita space demand, has 
led to the populations of our major cities falling perceptibly compared 
with the 1980s. At the same time, daily commuters are growing in 
number. The only answer here is to increase affordable living space, 
whether in the urban or suburban context. Urban mobility cannot fail to 

change for all types of transport. Extending local public transport will 
be as necessary as continuing to develop cycle path networks and the 
infrastructure for other, possibly hitherto unknown, means of transport.
Statistics indicate that, in the West, the per capita kilometers traveled 
are already falling, if only slightly to date. This decline would increase 
as a result of, for example, work becoming yet more flexible. Conse-
quently, cities could reduce or dismantle car-related infrastructures and 
control traffic flows.
As a result of rising summer temperatures, public space will need to 
be used far more intensively to regulate the urban climate (microclima-
te). Surface radiation reflectivity (from streets, roof areas, etc.), shade, 
as well as green areas and bodies of water will become increasingly 
important. Studies here indicate, though, that green spaces exert a 
quantifiable effect only on their direct environment. It will be necessary 
to vegetate entire urban areas much more intensively. The ratio of tree-
shaded urban space will become an important index in calculating the 
heat island effect. A tree canopy cover index has already been introdu-
ced in the USA.
This needs to be combined with the planning of appropriate-size buil-
dings. Wind gaps must ensure that cities receive sufficient fresh air in 
summer. Similarly, on hot days, buildings will be able to channel wind 
into public urban space from higher strata of air.
Part of the space needed will come from the deliberate dismantling 
or reorganization of transport infrastructures. Private spaces outside 
architectural structures will also be able to make central contributions. 
As a consequence, many boundaries between public and private 
exteriors will merge perceptibly. Inner-city fruit and vegetable cultivation 
– urban farming –can also contribute positively toward regulating the 
urban summer climate.
The promise of economic prosperity will inevitably attract increasing 
numbers to the cities. The resultant population densities would create 
benefits in energy efficiency (infrastructure) and mobility (fewer com-
muters, a city of short paths). Locally dense populations, if successful, 
can potentially enhance urban quality in city districts, right through to 
the polycentric city.
Yet this clashes with the need for extra green areas for climate regu-
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lation and with the fact that many major cities have a dearth of open 
spaces. These conflicting goals mean that post-densification of the 
population must either occur in suburban space, or as a result of incre-
asing the height of buildings, which again would alter the aspect of our 
cities. From the urban planning point of view, both are conceivable and 
feasible. Compared with a post-densified city center, suburban space, 
particularly after 2030, will be able to react more flexibly to demogra-
phic change and possible population decline.
The success of the Carbon Roadmap 2050 will depend on whether 
we can give a sustainable shape to everyday life. Any kind of ‘eco-dic-
tatorship‘ – i.e., sustainability by fiat – is guaranteed to fail. If a desira-
ble and economic lifestyle can emerge from the various sustainability 
goals, then social change can take root. Architecture and our handling 
of Baukultur (construction culture) in the developing human context will 
be crucial factors here. Architecture defines living space, and is thus in 
a position to pinpoint sustainable forms of living, and suggest solutions 
for the demands of the age in which we live.
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Peter Jantzen, Boris Plotnikov, Janja Starc: DENSITY - TARGETS FOR CO2 EMISSIONS

CARBON NEUTRALITY is an adjective for a process that absorbs as much CO2 (or equivalents) as it produces. This can either be achieved by a process that literally does not emit CO2 or by offsetting 
the produced CO2. Examples of carbon offsetting counts; planting trees, replacement of CO2 emitting processes - e.g. by funding of wind farms etc. Another way of saying this is that a process or an 
artifact can either be carbon neutral by itself or as part of a larger system. A major benefit of the latter is that it allows greater efficiency in some respect as the different inputs might be bundled. The 
first independent version of carbon neutrality might however have a greater symbolic value: “This building will run even if you cut all connections with the outer world”.

CARBON-NEUTRALITY
“in which the amount of carbon dioxide produced has been reduced to nothing or is balanced by actions that protect the environment”

CARBON OFFSETTING
“The counteracting of carbon dioxide emissions with an equivalent reduction of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere”

The definition of the base-point of a process is important to the results regarding carbon neutrality. Is the case of the re-used construction in EUR, the following statements might be considered: 1. 
“The concrete structure would otherwise have been torn down” The energy otherwise spent on tearing it down should be accounted for as positive in the overall CO2 balance. The structure itself 
contributes with 0 CO2, maintenance and end of life processing should be included as expenses. 2. “Since the lifespan of the concrete structure is longer than it’s current age, it is expected of us to 
re-use it” The CO2 eq. poured in to building, maintaining and tearing down/recycling the structure should be taken into account. The main benefit of reusing it is therefore the lower annual carbon 
footprint because of the extended lifespan. This approach is based on a responsible strategy where materials are used to the full before being thrown away. “We should not be awarded for not tearing 
down usable assets”. In this scenario tearing down the building would imply that the new building starts with a large CO2 expense.

=    0 +                         =    0

sources: http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/learner/carbon-neutral
                http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/carbon-offsetting?q=carbon+offsetting             

CARBON NEUTRAL

Peter Jantzen, Boris Plotnikov, Janja Starc: DENSITY - TARGETS FOR CO2 EMISSIONS PLANNING WITH DENSIFYING

                       MIXED USE RATIO                                      OFFICE SPACE PER WORKER                                       AVERAGE APARTMENT                                                              CO2 EMISSIONS REDUCTION 

Housing

20 %                             80 m2                               5 m2                         =                    149 tons yearly

Housing

20 %                              70 m2                               5 m2                        =                    171 tons yearly

Housing

25 %                             70 m2                                4.5 m2                  =                    222 tons yearly

Work +
Recreation

80 %

Work +
Recreation

80 %

Work +
Recreation

75 %

by increasing the percentage of 
housing even more

by designing  more compact apartments

by designing more efficient work spaces

Peter Jantzen, Boris Plotnikov, Janja Starc: DENSITY - TARGETS FOR CO2 EMISSIONS

PROS AND CONS OF DENSIFICATION/MIXED USE. There are a lot of things to consider when evaluating the effects of densification and mixed use in relation to carbon neutrality in a building or a 
local area. A definate positive effect of a mixed usage of a building/urban area is the reduction in transport costs (assuming that the people work in the area). This might also have the derived effect 
that people will spend less time in traffic. The cost of the construction (or refurbishment) in terms of CO2 would also be lower per head. Another example of a positive effect would be the fact that a 
mixed building allow a better usage of building systems, facilities etc. 

On the other hand densification might lead to ‘stressed’ infrastructure (both on a building and urban level). An example of that would be water handling systems. It could lead to increased cooling 
demands - especially in a city like Rome. Furthermore it could be questioned whether it is an improvement of an areas liveability to ‘constrain’ people to that certain area or even building? All in all 
the effects of densification and mixed use are hard to evaluate in a general manner. The only issue that seems to stand out in this matter is transport. The benefit of densification and mixed use in 
this area seems to be rather obvious. 

+  Lower transportation cost

+ Lower heating demand

+ Lower construction cost per person

+ Better usage of building facilities, systems etc. 

+ Less time spent in traffic - Stressed infrastructure leading to over dimensioning 

- Use of urban spaces or use of buildings (contact to nature/liveability)

- Is it problematic to make people spend a lot of time
 in the same suburb? 

- Increased cooling demand

MIXED USE

DENSITY - TARGETS FOR 
CO2 EMISSIONS

CONTEXT
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The length of the day varies significantly over the course of the 
year. The shortest day is December 21 with 9:07 hours of daylight; 
the longest day is June 20 with 15:14 hours of daylight. 
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Wind Analysis
- Wind frequency

Sources: Autodesk® Ecotect® Analysis 2011

Prevailing Winds
Wind Frequency (Hrs) Graph
Location: ROME, ITA (41.8°, 12.2°)
Date: 1st january - 31st December
Time: 00:00 - 24:00
© Weather manager

Prevailing Winds
Wind Frequency (Hrs) Graph
Location: Munich, De (48.1°, 11.7°)
Date: 1st january - 31st December
Time: 00:00 - 24:00
© Weather manager

Wind rose diagrams help you visualize wind patterns at 
a site.
A «wind rose» diagram is the most common way of dis-
playing wind data. Wind roses can be a yearly average, 
or can be made for specific seasons; they could even 
include air temperature information and air relative 
humidity.
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http://jonathan.fanara.over-blog.com/article-italie-quelles-depenses-pour-un-menage-
moyen-118435227.html
The Carbon Footprint of clothing, Carbon Footprint Study, 2009, by Sustain Consulting

 
EUROS/MONTH

53
52 euros/month in France

©  Systain Consulting GmbH01

The ready made garment 
unit for the long-shirt in 
Bangladesh 
 

10.75 kg CO2 and other greenhouse gases – that is the Product Carbon Footprint of a 
white  long-shirt made of 100 % cotton and a net weight of 220 grams. The Carbon 
Footprint is 50 times higher than the net weight of the long-shirt. In other words, it is 
equivalent to a 40 kilometer drive by car. Or, the carbon emissions of five long-shirts fill 
a 20’ standard container.

This is a result of a joint research project by Systain and the Otto Group for determining 
the Carbon Footprint of three selected textiles. The venture project was part of an overall 
project of the Federal Environment Ministry of Germany, the Federal Environment Agen-
cy and the German Oeko-Institute on Carbon Footprint methodology and communica-
tion. Data were collected in Asia as well as Germany. After data validation the results 
were analyzed and scenarios were modeled to identify reduction potentials. 

The long-shirt has travelled quite a long way: from the cotton field in the U.S. to the 
production units  in Bangladesh up  to  the  shipment of  the product  to Germany and 
finally to the customer, who ordered the article. This distance amounts to more than 
35,000 kilometres – almost one trip around the world.

One important outcome of the project: representing nearly one third, the largest porti-
on of the Carbon Footprint is linked to the use phase of the long-shirt. 55 wash cycles 
were assumed. Emissions by the proportions of using the dryer and ironing were also 
presumed according to statistical data. The Carbon Footprint for the use-phase depends 
significantly  on  the  concrete washing  temperature,  the  energy  efficiency  of washing 
machine and dryer, the load degree when washing and drying and the frequency of 
automatic drying.  If  the dryer  is used  for  each  laundry of  the  long-shirt  the  Carbon 
Footprint of the use phase rises by three times from 3.3 kg CO2e to more than 10 kg CO2e. 
The message:  consumers  can make  a  considerate  contribution  to  reduce  the  Carbon 
Footprint of textiles by their individual behavior.

220 grams textile,  
11 kilograms CO2
The Carbon Footprint of clothing

What is the Product Carbon 
Footprint?
The Product Carbon Foot-
print indicates all green-
house gas emissions along 
the complete life-cycle
of a product, which implies 
especially extraction of 
raw materials, production, 
transportation, distribu-
tion, use-phase and 
disposal.

The offered long-shirt 

Carbon Footprint
Study 2009

Final Summary
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•	Residential / Non Residential
•	Offices	/	Educational	/	...

Residential 
Non-Residential

Offices																	Hotels	&	Restaurants			
Hospitals             Sport facilities    
Educational									Wholesale	&	Retail

1189 11

23
17

28
7

4
11

43 KG/SQM 
CO2 Emission 
for	Offices	

buildings typOlOgie in italy

Europe’s buildings under, the microscope, 
October 2011 by Buildings Performance Institute Europe (BPIE)
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542 m2

542 m2

1814 m2

1070 m2

43 kg/m2

23306 kg 

23306 kg 

59555 kg 46010 kg 

78002 kg 

1385 m2

cO2 emissiOn per flOOr in Our site

1385m2
59555 kg of 

CO2

1070m2
48010kg of CO2

542m2
23306 kg of 

CO2

542m2
23306 kg of 
CO2

48kg/sqm
for office uses

78002m2
1814kg of CO2
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Construction = 
0,9T to 1,2T of Co2

TranspOrt

= 0,
53

 in
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y /
 0,482 in France

0,605
car per person

2 TCO2/15000 KM

0,8 TCO2/
15000 KM

2.508 km/year

0,852 TCO2

3 times less CO2

5 times less CO2

of the Romans

8 times less C02 

14% of Munich’s inhabitants  4%

http://www.nationmaster.com/country-info/profiles/Italy/Lifestyle/All-stats’
http://www.manicore.com/documentation/serre/jancovici.html
http://www.ladiesinmobility.com/mc/quand-les-italiens-se-dessinent-un-avenir-a-velo/

18%
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2 TCO2/15000 KM

0,8 TCO2/
15000 KM

of the Romans
14% of Munich’s inhabitants  

FOOd 16%

=

http://www.internationalpasta.org/index.aspx?idsub=118
http://chartsbin.com/view/12730
http://www.manicore.com/documentation/serre/jancovici.html

From

 SOUTH 

AFRICA 

+3200g of Co2/kg

X 556g CO2
644g CO2 with pepperoni

 
KG/YEAR
7.6

X 392 g CO2
1659g CO2 with meatballs

B e e f  =  9 0 0 0 g  C O 2 / k g
Rice  = 4000g  CO2/kg

Pasta = 920g CO2/kg
Bread = 720g CO2/kg

Vegetables = 150g CO2/kg
Fruit = 150g CO2/kg

From SPAIN 

+25g of Co2/kg

90,7 
KG/YEAR

26 
KG/YEAR8.1kg in Germany and in France4kg in Germany / 10kg in Fra

nc
e

2541g CO2
 in a Hamburger

88.1kg in Germany 86.7kg in Fran
ce

CARBON FOOTPRINT
CONTEXT
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FUTUROME Masterproject
WS 2015 / 2016

GROUP	  8
Urban	  mobility:	  trends	  and	  visions

Situations and Problems

Traffic	  congestion

parking	  difficulties

Longer	  commuting
Public	  transport	  inadequacy

Difficulties	  for	  non-‐motorized	  transport

Loss	  of	  public	  spaceHigh	  maintenance	  costs

Environmental	  pollution
Energy	  consumption

Accidents	  and	  safety
Freight	  distribution

Land	  consumption
Noise	  emission	  

Low	  efficiency

FUTUROME Masterproject 
              WS 2015 / 2016

GROUP 8  
Urban mobility: trends and visions

Integrated fare System 
for passenger service

making journey within different transport modes 

using one ticket 

Intelligent Transport System 
for driver - vehicle

providing arrival and departure time information 

internet 2.0 

Integrating & Digitalization

Problems Conditions Solution
“Hardware” Support

“Software” Support

Visions
Trends

[太阳]
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Urban mobility: trends and visions

Clean Vehicles

more 
Carbon  

Emissions

clean fuel

electric & hybrid vehicle

traffic restriction

Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)

electric two- wheelers

Problems Conditions Solution
“Hardware” Support

“Software” Support

Visions
Trends
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URBAN MOBILITY REUSING
CONTEXT
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n

peDestRian movement

n

site analysis

unDeRgRounD Daylight analysis (CDa)

FosteRing loCal ConneCtions

kWh/m2/y

base Case 20 % less glazing intRoDuCing oveRhangs bottom 60 Cm winDow opaque

303 mwh 243 mwh 195 mwh 162 mwh- 20 % - 20 % - 17 %

60 % 58 % 62 % 61 %- 2 % + 4 % - 1 %

FaCaDe Development // RaDiation anD Daylight

(points with uDi > 70 %)

RaDiation

Daylight

n

pRogRamming the seCtion
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Vertical Connections

C ONCEPTC ONCEPT
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South Elevation

P ROJECT ILLUSTRATION
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Final Program Proposal

F UNCTIONS

Tugkan Akkoc, Maria Chebotarenko, Katia Moualek, Francesco Scarpati: CITY IN VERTICAL

The Public “Flow”

F UNCTIONS
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CITY IN VERTICAL
TUGKAN AKKOC

MARIA CHEBOTARENKO, 
KATIA MOULEK

FRANCESCO SCARPATI



Lehrstuhl für Gebäudetechnologie und klimagerechtes Bauen         Elliott Morgan I Camila Beccar Varela I Oksana  Mandryka I Florian Kornberger          Prof. Thomas Auer  WS 2015/2016

Programming

Lehrstuhl für Gebäudetechnologie und klimagerechtes Bauen         Elliott Morgan I Camila Beccar Varela I Oksana  Mandryka I Florian Kornberger          Prof. Thomas Auer  WS 2015/2016

Circulat ion

PRIVATE REALM

OFF-LINE ZONE

PUBLIC REALM

Lehrstuhl für Gebäudetechnologie und klimagerechtes Bauen         Elliott Morgan I Camila Beccar Varela I Oksana  Mandryka I Florian Kornberger          Prof. Thomas Auer  WS 2015/2016

Is lands

Lehrstuhl für Gebäudetechnologie und klimagerechtes Bauen         Elliott Morgan I Camila Beccar Varela I Oksana  Mandryka I Florian Kornberger          Prof. Thomas Auer  WS 2015/2016

Sect ion
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Off-Line Zone

Lehrstuhl für Gebäudetechnologie und klimagerechtes Bauen         Elliott Morgan I Camila Beccar Varela I Oksana  Mandryka I Florian Kornberger          Prof. Thomas Auer  WS 2015/2016

Atmospheres

Lehrstuhl für Gebäudetechnologie und klimagerechtes Bauen         Elliott Morgan I Camila Beccar Varela I Oksana  Mandryka I Florian Kornberger          Prof. Thomas Auer  WS 2015/2016

Focus IsolateInteract

Three orders of  l i fe
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Focus IsolateInteract

Three orders of  l i fe
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Space eff ic iency -  Interact Tower

162 Workers

162 Workplaces

96 Workspaces occupied

Low efficiency

162 People

81 Productive Modules

78 Modules occupied

High efficiency

168 People

84 Amenities Modules

SITUATION BEFORE SITUATION NOW NEW SPACES
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DATA FARM
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Innovative office model

Phyiscal proximity

Energy production

Functional mixity

Energy consumption 
reduction

Densification

Recycling

Rent, not buy
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Goals: Sustainable, 
Start-Up, Social re-
lations, Innovative, 
Attractive, AffordableStrategies

CLOUD
CYRILLE BOURGOIN
ANTONIO JAKUBEK

KRISTIAN KARLO
FALINIRINA RAKOTOSON



Roof terrace

Forum level

Retail level

Food court level

Activity level

Ground floor

Concept

Visualisation

Closing buildingsUtilizing thermal mass Solar shading

Reduce

Variating glazing propertiesRadiant ceilings Atrium ventilation Ventilation systems

Optimize

Ground water heating & coolingRoof top PV and VA-windmill

Produce

Energy concept
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VERTICAL CITY
RITA ALESSIO
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REBECCA BREHM

KASPER ESPENHEIN



12th floor Plan

... That integrates others functions

10m

Green LineDumouchel Ameline - Ejtehadi Narges - Mariette Lucie - Alireza Rohani  _ 11/02/2016 

O2

O2

21st of September, 11:00

O2

O2

South façade 

PRODUCTIVITY :
Space for socializing
Computer related +12%    
Awareness +70% 
Creativity + 15%  
Reduction of stress

 HARMONY :  O2² is produced by plants
 Plants decrease CO2² in the air at 50%

THERMAL INSULATION :
Reduced need for air-con
Reduction of temperature
 variations

INCREASED
AIR QUALITY 

NOISE INSULATION : 
Reduced noise pollution

The Green Line : others advantages

10m

Green Line

O2

Dumouchel Ameline - Ejtehadi Narges - Mariette Lucie - Alireza Rohani  _ 11/02/2016 

21st of June, 12:00East façade / 

10m

Shadow on the east facade in summer

Facades
Dumouchel Ameline - Ejtehadi Narges - Mariette Lucie - Alireza Rohani  _ 11/02/2016 

21st of December, 12:00East façade / 

10m

Sunlight on the east facade in winter

Facades
Dumouchel Ameline - Ejtehadi Narges - Mariette Lucie - Alireza Rohani  _ 11/02/2016 

The Green line

Ground floor plan 1/500

A'

A

1/200

6th floor Plan of the first tower

12th floor Plan of the first tower

Co-working

working

working

working

working

21st of September, 11:00

21st of September, 11:00

South façade / 

West façade / 

"Technology and responsive climate design" - FUTUROME - Dumouchel Ameline - Ejtehadi Narges - Mariette Lucie - Alireza Rohani  _ 11/02/2016 

     Take two floors of one of these existing tower. What can you do with it ? A thousand square meters of perfectly traditional offices. A thousand 
square meters only used from 8 a.m. to 5p.m. A thousand square meters that have to be heated, and even more cooled down in summer. 

     What we are  suggesting is to turn two floors into one covered garden. And, by extending this principle to the whole site,
recreate an inner urban atmosphere, going from the ground up to the roof. This is the Green Line. People can work in the Green line. And they can do much more. We 
can't say that about mono-functional offices. This is why the main principle of this project is to reconsider the very basis of what is working space. Stop thinking about 
it as a dedicated space, but more as a function that can be integrated into other spaces : in gardens, but also in the flats and on the terraces. We make living area bigger, 
and we provide new public space for the inhabitants and for the neighborhood. You can work from home, you can work alone, or you can meet colleagues in the café, and 
exchange with them in a shared meeting space with a view to the garden. And when working is over, then your flat stay bigger, your environnement nicer. The mobility 
of the workers is the one they choose : they can walk along the gardens, take the bike to go around the lake, use the metro to go in the city. It is not the forced journey 
with the car to go to the office and come back home, far from your workplaces. The mix of functions helps creating a dense urban life, where everything is close by.                                       

   The extensions added to the south and east façade not only provide exterior spaces for the flat, they also have a shading effect and protect the 
large windows below it. The design of the facade is made to break the rigidity of the initial frame, and give a moving impression that highlight the 
Green line. To achieve that, some windows are hidden behind the vertical cladding. In the West façade, this vertical solar shading is necessary for 
all the windows. In order to keep the same principle of facade, the more visible windows integrate the vertical shading system in the depth of its wall. 
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Ground floor

farming roof
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Garden tower 1 Bridge

work-
shop

meeting 
space

Headquarters 
of the 

company

Restaurant
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wer 3

Bridge

TOP roof : public garden

Café

Exhibition

8th floor Plan 

Co-working

Co-working

working

Working at home

working

5m

Green LineDumouchel Ameline - Ejtehadi Narges - Mariette Lucie - Alireza Rohani  _ 11/02/2016 

Wintergarten 

Wintergarden : a transition space to help regulating the heat2

Facades
Dumouchel Ameline - Ejtehadi Narges - Mariette Lucie - Alireza Rohani  _ 11/02/2016 

1 2+ A new ecosystem

ConceptDumouchel Ameline - Ejtehadi Narges - Mariette Lucie - Alireza Rohani  _ 11/02/2016 
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market building

GROUND FLOOR  0,00m FIRST FLOOR  +3,65m

cafesshops & services library kindergardenPRADA
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GROUND FLOOR  0,00m FIRST FLOOR  +3,65m

24h active 12h active 
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cluster B

cluster A

CLUSTER A

CLUSTER B

TUM l Chair of Building Technology and Climate Responsive Design | FUTUROME l WiSe 15-16 Gal Biran l Sara Ciarimboli l Reoot Shayzaf l Damiano Tosti

42.393 sqm (nett)

5.322 sqm SAVED
376 users ADDED

8.282+6.872 (added)=15.154 sqm USED (nett)  23.430 sqm USED (nett)

SHARED TEMPORARY PRIVATE PRIVATE

CO2 +

PRADA

TUM l Chair of Building Technology and Climate Responsive Design | FUTUROME l WiSe 15-16 Gal Biran l Sara Ciarimboli l Reoot Shayzaf l Damiano Tosti

7th Fl.

8th Fl.

9th Fl.

10th Fl.

11th Fl.

6.00 9.00 12.00 15.00 18.00 21.00 2.000.00SOCIALIZE
PLAY
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GROUND FLOOR  0,00m FIRST FLOOR  +3,65m
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Cities always have been considered as living structures and entities 
with complex metabolisms in different scales and time periods. Desig-
ning and programming a liveable city demands a better understanding 
of desires within society and people, over a wide range of time se-
quences, in order to give them qualities to stimulate urban and public 
spaces. Indeed, discussing qualities in general could be a never-en-
ding challenge, since qualities are always subjective phenomena. Jan 
Gehl, in his book Cities for People [1] states that, looking for qualities 
in urban settlements could be achieved by bringing protection, com-
fort and enjoyment by well-informed design decisions. Even though, 
transforming qualities into performance indicators could be a substitute 
translation to give a more understandable sense and scale to measure 
and realize assets of liveable urban spaces. 
Cities have always shaped the buildings within them, and at the same 
time the buildings have shaped the cities. Within this coexistence of ci-
ties, built environment and people, connections and public spaces are 
like relief points of cities. The main question within this context is; how 
to design buildings and urban spaces to maintain determined qualities 
of indoor and outdoor living spaces? And how do designers know their 
design is going to perform like they think it will?
One of the main challenges of recent times in the context of architec-
ture and urban development concerns including performance, not 
just as an additional factor, but as a main goal to achieve by design 
proposals and solutions. In this way of thinking, performance factors 
are in the body of the project, from the beginning stages of the design 
process in planning and form-finding steps. The initial idea of structu-
ring design studios with the idea of highlighting living qualities, began 
with a project in Vienna in collaboration with the University of Applied 
Arts. ‘Energizing Vienna‘ was one of the first attempts to implement 
tool-oriented decision making in the early stages of design. The main 
goal and concern within this process was always about informing de-

BEYOND THE COLORFUL MESH
Ata Chokhachian
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sign decisions with the body of knowledge beforehand. The scenario is 
not only about using tools and running simulations; however, the dis-
cussion was based on increasing capabilities of the studio participants 
to be aware of the environmental impacts of their design decisions and 
proposals in the built environment from the outset, by applying, testing, 
analyzing and optimizing their design proposals into suitable contextual 
solutions. 
Establishing design processes based on computational tools is a 
stimulating process that could always be heavily criticized. Nowadays, 
there are a considerable amount of designers and architecture stu-
dents who love to use computational and parametric tools. However, it 
is important to bear in mind that, not using a simulation tool is prefe-
rable to using a tool without understanding the underlying models and 
limitations and basing further design decisions on invalid data.
To clarify the discussion, let’s have a look at the definition of computa-
tional design. There are two common terms that are used interchange-
ably; computational design and computerized design, and we have to 
differentiate them, since the expression of computerized is much more 
limited than computational approaches. Here the question is, what is 
computational design? Michael Kilkelly argues that:
“Computational design is the application of computational strategies to 
the design process. While designers traditionally rely on intuition and 
experience to solve design problems, computational design aims to 
enhance that process by encoding design decisions using a computer 
language. The goal isn’t to document the final result necessarily, but 
rather the steps and processes required creating that result.” [2]

The fact is that such an approach is the demand and necessity of the 
new era, however the question and challenge is how to face or phrase 
this necessity. In general, there are two main approaches towards the 
phenomena of ‚computationalism‘. The first and most popular one is 
a form-driven approach, where the building or urban form takes the 
main responsibilities. We can find support for this idea by looking at 
the Parametricism movement, or even architecture styles proposed by 
Patrick Schumacher in 2009 as a new global style for architecture and 
urban design [3].

The second approach is so called ‘knowledge-based‘ design ap-
proach. In this approach or process the idea is to inform built environ-
ment or materialize it with a set of processed information. The main 
difference with the first group is the evolution of information from pure 
data into knowledge to support decision making at every step of the 
design process. This method requires a completely different way of 
thinking through the process of design, which brings the concept of 
design thinking into the agenda. And if we merge the idea of com-
putational design with design thinking approaches the solution could 
be addressed by the concept of ‚parametric design thinking‘[4]. This 
approach tries to inform the process of design with possible compu-
tational tools, according to complexity and the scale of the project to 
support decision-based solutions. Computational design tools make it 
easier to simulate building performance through the design process. 
These days, nearly every architect uses a computer, whether for simu-
lating, drafting, modeling, documentation or even creating spreads-
heets of the projects. Architects and designers now need to know 
almost as much about tools and programs as they do about building 
codes, structures, and materials. But the reality is that not everyone 
has the time or patience to learn computational tools, which are most 
of the time a bunch of codes. Fortunately, there are new tools available 
(visual programming interfaces such as Grasshopper or Dynamo) that 
convey the power and flexibility of programming without the need for 
traditional text-based programming. This could make the task clear 
that, the challenge in the near future for all architects, students and 
even instructors, is to face reality. As our tools are becoming more 
complicated and powerful, we need to develop our design processes 
consequently in order to stay competitive. On the other hand, most of 
the problems we have to solve within the design process do not fall 
into the capabilities of tools we use. So we have to adapt and customi-
ze our tools to the way we work, or even sometimes we have to think 
the way our tools work. Each project is unique with its own challenges 
– there is no one piece of software that can do everything we need it 
to. However, by creating our own tools, we can tailor our software to 
work for us.
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Occasionally, there is friction in the coexistence of tools and 
architecture design processes. Recently there was a blog discussion 
between two computational design activists from an architectural 
standpoint: Nathan Miller [5] of Proving Ground and Konrad Sobon[6] 
of HOK Design Technology Specialist. The key points of the discussion 
helps to better understand and clarify where and why we need to 
include computational design to our work:
First it should be noted that computational design is not for everyone 
and it has to end up with solutions, otherwise the process should be 
questioned. Second, while computational design is made possible by 
technology, it should be thought of first as a problem-solving methodo-
logy. Third, computational design is not BIM [7]. BIM is also not com-
putational design. That is not to say they are incompatible processes. 
Nor is this to say that when thoughtfully combined they cannot greatly 
enhance a design workflow. Finally yet importantly, computational 
designers should just be designers who have a different approach to 
design processes.
As we already recognized, computational design is a broad term that 
encompasses many activities, ranging from design generation to task 
automation. The common approach is the use of a visual programming 
tool. There are couple of directions that your design process can be-
nefit from including computational tools and thinking methods. This ap-
proach will give you the possibility to explore multiple design alternati-
ves with controlled inputs and outputs. This could be the starting point 
to automate repetitive steps or tasks within the process. For example, 
such as analyzing hundreds of cases within a short period (depending 
on computation power) with one correctly settled algorithm. This is 
where the designer has the chance to test how the design proposal 
is really performing, and this is possible by getting under the hood 
and understanding the correlations between inputs and outputs. This 
process of simulating, analyzing, justifying and adjusting goes on, over 
and over until it reaches an answer to the question that the design 
proposal is going to cover. 

In summary, computational design requires a logical way of thinking in 
a step-by-step manner. Most architects rely on intuition and creativity 
to solve problems. This kind of problem solving doesn’t always fall into 
a left-brained logical process. What if you could encode this percepti-
on? You could look at each step and really understand what makes the 
process work or even fail. By encoding the design process, each step 
becomes a series of instructions that can be evaluated, revised, and 
improved. At the end of the day, the whole scenario can be a double-
edged sword, with pros and cons, and those who have the adequate 
knowledge to support the tool they use, from modeling up to presen-
ting, will benefit. Ultimately, it is always better to question the reliability 
of the tool, as well as the output information, in order to understand 
the facts and improve the design alternatives within the whole process.

[1]  Gehl, J. (2013). Cities for people. Island press.

[2]  Michael Kilkelly, April 2016, http://archsmarter.com/

     computational-design/

[3]  Schumacher, P. (2009). Parametricism: A new global style for 

     architecture and urban design. Architectural Design, 79(4), 14-23.

[4]  Chokhachian A. (2014). Parametric Design Thinking: A Paradigm 

     Shift for Architecture Design Process, Germany: LAP LAMBERT 

     Academic Publishing, ISBN: 978-365-9556-61-6.

[5]  https://provingground.io/about/nathan-miller/

[6]  http://archi-lab.net/sample-page/

[7]  Building Information Modeling
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3.1 ENERGIZING VIENNA
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Looking at these major cities, the trend is clear. In general, denser cities show reduced private car use, 
but the culture of the cities’ residents still pplay a part in determining transport modal split.

Less dense cities, where services, amenities, and residences are decentralised, show a reliance on 
travel by private car - Los Angeles, Ottawa, Brisbane.

Vienna proves relatively sustainable in its preferred transport mode, and Smart City Policies aim to 
reduce private car use in Vienna from 36% in 2001 to 25% by 2020. This will be implemented through 
continued improvement of the city’s public transport system, and increased provisions for cyclists and 
pedestrian road users.
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PERSPECTIVE IN THE STREET - HORIZONTAL CONNECTION
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URBAN INVERTION
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DAVID CHEN
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FENG WU
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The choice to have the students analyze and rethink the harbor of 
Stuttgart was made on the basis of several local and global aspects.
We can all expect that cities will continue to grow – that more and 
more people will move to urban centers, and will decide to live and 
work there. A manifold of trends and social developments are leading 
towards a higher pressure on our cities, to densify, to change policies. 
Today, we are experiencing just the beginning, and already see freigh-
tening changes in politics.

Locally, a new generation of younger people is preparing to enter the 
working phase of their lives. They don’t believe in commuting, don’t 
believe in a stringent separation between work and private life. They 
want to live, to work, to play and raise their children in close proximity, 
they believe in projects, not in corporations, in group work not individu-
al careers, in self-employment, not the safe havens of administrations.

Globally, we can expect more and more people moving between 
continents, abandoning areas where they can’t see a perspective for 
their children, that wars rage, where education is jeopardized. We can’t 
expect to live peacefully surrounded by barbed wire or walls, undistur-
bed by the misery around us.
All these factors paired with failed development policies force us to re-
think the urban concept, abandon CIAM, and return to live-and-work 
neighborhoods.

This new generation, where status is redefined, lifestyle reconsidered, 
where cars are perceived as being a burden but occasional necessity, 
forces us to re-think planning policies. Together we, the teachers and 
students, saw this task as a great opportunity for so-called ‚practice-
based research‘, where analysis and experiment, design and discus-
sion lead to new and surprising solutions, shared with others, and to 

INSPIRED BY CURIOSITY
Stefan Behnisch
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be further elaborated and drawn upon. The students not only analyzed 
the situation, neighborhoods, people, ethnic backgrounds, and social 
organizations, but also traffic patterns and land use.

This harbor area is a unique opportunity for a city topographically, as 
Stuttgart is so confined.
However, there was a surprising amount of resistance from the city. 
Right now, this vast area is mostly occupied by storage facilities, who-
lesales markets, and many vacant areas. In general, goods for slow 
transport are stored there. Some, but very few transport vessels can 
be seen, on average fewer than five per day – during our time there we 
counted just one per day.

Situated at the river, relatively central, topographically almost idyllic, 
and surrounded by vineyards and small neighborhoods, one wonders 
why this has not been further developed. It is the largest undeveloped 
land area in close proximity to the city center. This only can be exp-
lained by some substantial industrial interest to keep the warehouses 
cheap, surprisingly supported by the city.

Stuttgart suffers like most German cities from a crippling shortage of 
affordable living space in the city. This will lead to economic problems, 
sooner rather than later. Highly educated people, as well as specialized 
and trained workers, may not be willing to commute long distances 
much longer. The everyday service sector necessary for a city with 
good living standards will experience problems, if people can’t afford 
to live close by anymore.

All these aspects led, after a thorough analysis and discussions, to 
several design approaches by the students. Many interesting and sur-
prising concepts were developed, with this site becoming the nucleus 
of possible further developments.
Stuttgart is preparing for a international building exhibition. Developing 
this area could be a unique opportunity for the city to demonstrate a 
qualitative and conceptual new urban development.
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3.2 STUTTGART 2.1
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ENERGY FLOWS, 
SOURCES, GRIDS

Energy consumption by sector and purpose

Sources of renewable energy in Stuttgart

CONTEXT
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Spatial Organization l Use
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DEMOGRAPHICS  INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
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influenCe of orograPhy on ClimaTe

ProPorTion of 
builDing in The CiTy 

basin of sTuTTgarT 

mounTain range

sTuTTgarT Valley

Completly surounded by hills and montains, 

The Neckar Valley divedes the area as a cut in the landscape

TemPeraTure

from oCTober 31, 2015 To oCTober 31, 2016

high

low

aVerage

42,7 °C

-5,2 °C

14,2 °C

from oCTober To marCh The DifferenCe 
beTween minimum anD maximum is small

in summer The DifferenCe beTween 
minimum anD maximum is bigger

There are more Peaks in summer

Mild climate, 150 days above freezing, wine growing has been important (until 1972)

The region has an annual 92 frost days, Stuttgart has only 70 due to the Urban Heat Island

30 summer days in the region and 45 in Stuttgart 

High temperature and humidity bring heat strasse (30 days) and occasional cold stress

humiDiTy

from oCTober 31, 2015 To oCTober 31, 2016

ToTal PreCiPiTaTion

minimum humiDiTy

630.4 mm

20%

in winTer anD sPring There 
are few PreCiPiTaTions

in summer There are many 
Peaks of PreCiPiTaTion

in winTer There are big 
Pressures Changes

in winTer There is noT a 
loT of Pressure Changes 

inDusTrial ClimaToPe

CiTy CenTer ClimaToPe

suburban ClimaToPe

foresT anD freelanD ClimaToPe
waTer ClimaToPe

The miCroClimaTes

indUstrial climatoPe : inTensiVe urban heaT islanD 
; winD PerTurbaTion ; ProblemaTiC air exChange ; air 

PolluTion

city center climatoPe : urban heaT islanD ; winD 
PerTurbaTion ; ProblemaTiC air exChange ; slighTly 

humiDiTy ; air PolluTion

sUbUrban climatoPe : weT anD winDy ; 
DisTurbanCe of loCal winD sysTem

forest and freeland climatoPe : sTongly sTeameD 
Courses of Daily TemPeraTure ; filTer fonCTion ; fresh 

anD Cool air ProDuCTion 

Water climatoPe : high humiDiTy ; oPen To winDs 
; balanCe of TemPeraTure ; fresh anD Cool air 

ProDuCTion

miCroClimaTe in The harbour

WIND DIRECTION

WIND SPEED  [KM/H] WIND GUSTS [KM/H]

winD ConDiTion 

lighT winD from : PosiTion anD air Pressure DifferenCes

The winD Play a signifiCanT role for The loCal air suPPly

ConsTanT lighT winD anD The DifferenT DireCTions

The winD freQuenCy, mosTly from wesT
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From October 31, 2015 to October 31, 2016

High 42.7°C Total precipitation 630,4 

mm

Low -5,2°C Minimum humidity 20%

Avg 14,2°C

MICROCLIMATE & 
OUTDOOR COMFORT

CONTEXT
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STUTTGART
INSPIRATION
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Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Thomas Auer - Dipl.-Ing. Arch. Stefan Behnisch
Emilie Charrier - Carolina Fanelli - Filip Hermann

%

time

living

industry

‘Parasite Architecture is a reflection of the needs for the city to 
GROW ON ITSELF’.
Arch. Sara Marini
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RHIZOME
EMILIE CHARRIER

CAROLINA FANELLI
FILIP HERMANN
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INFRATECTURE
ELITSA BANKOVA

NIKOLINA PAVLOVA



BLUE
HOUSE

OFFICEOFFICE

COMMERCIALCOMMERCIAL

Residential

Office

Commercial

Community

Kindergarten

offices commerces kindergarten community residential

DENSIFY l mixity of uses residential area

DENSIFY l facades system residential area

protects from the direct radiation

lets light in

protects from the wind

releases humidity

captures dust particles

produces oxygen

reduces acoustic pollution 

winter

summer

DENSIFY l facades system residential area

REVALUE l requalify the existing outdoor climate

sun reflection in the ar-
tificial lake allows more 

sun in

evaporation

water absorption
flood avoidance

rain water collection
for grey water use

and gardening

REVALUE l requalify the existing indoor climate

zenithal sunlight allows
the photosynthesis of 

the interior garden  

shifted slabs allow 
natural light in every 

storey

solar heating 
and cooling with 

panels

control of solar radiation 
through shading : exterior 
shading device as a part 
of the architectural enve-
lope design allows to keep 
the blue house identity.

REVALUE l requalify the existing indoor climate

air circulation

active slab system

heat exchange
with the river 

water

REVALUE l requalify the existing indoor climate

water circulation of
rain water collection
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BLUE HOUSE
YOUSRA AARAB 

SIYU FANG
KHANH LE

ANNA PERES SUZANO E SILVA
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> concerning to the needs and offers

... how the grid is linked

A1 B2 A4 C3

Green corridors for fresh air support

Design changes with the sunpath
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FLOWING LINKAGES
KHADIJA BENYAHYA

JULIA ULRICH
EDUARDO MOUHTAR RAFEH
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In architecture, landscape architecture and urban design requirements 
for sustainable design are becoming increasingly demanding, complex 
and interdisciplinary, due to rapid environmental, economic, demo-
graphic and social changes. This implies considerable difficulties in 
developing a pedagogy and relevant curricula that reflect these chan-
ges. Curricula are typically modularized and need to comply with tight 
semester schedules, which yields the question how to address the 
increasing gap between growing complexity in design requirements on 
the one hand, and shortage of teaching time on the other. The Lam-
pedusa Studio was set up to tackle this problem. 

The interest in an isolated “island condition” concerning scarce re-
sources led to choosing the Italian island Lampedusa as the site for 
the studio. Lampedusa is part of the Italian Pelagie Islands located in 
the Mediterranean Sea circa 200km from Sicily and circa 100km from 
Tunisia. The island lacks most basic resources, which need to be im-
ported by ship from Sicily and from further afar and is a key example of 
resource shortage as resource and human flows are more evident and 
more easily quantifiable than in more connected places. Lampedusa is 
characterized by a desert landscape which resulted from deforestation 
over past centuries. Today Lampedusa is primarily known for being 
the port of arrival of migrants rescued from the sea. The local popula-
tion of around 6000 people, experiences a lack of educational, social 
and healthcare services, employment opportunities. Today most of its 
economy is based on fishing and tourism. At the end of the 1980’s 
the tourism sector started growing rapidly into a seasonal inflow of 
250.000 people during the summer season. The current landscape is 
a result of constantly decreasing agricultural activities and unregula-
ted development that is manifested by desegregation and sprawl. In 
absence of a municipal urban master plan Lampedusa’s main city grew 
informally mainly around the natural harbor as well as outward.

SUSTAINABILITY AND COMPLEXITY
Michael U. Hensel
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In order to obtain insight into aspects influencing the social, built and 
natural environment, we asked the students to examine themes related 
to the 2030 sustainability goals clustered into three lines of inquiry:
 
1. Status Quo Analysis: energy, mobility, resource supply, economy, 
demography, infrastructure and environmental conditions including 
geography, vegetation, climate;
2. State of the Art solutions for waste management, freshwater pro-
duction, cultivation in hot and dry environments, modulation of micro-
climates, renewable energy potential and further sustainable solutions 
related to conditions in Lampedusa;
3. Remote environment strategies for self-sufficiency and dependency 
with examples derived from architectural solutions in extreme environ-
ments with focus on food production and ecosystems.
Each of the research themes was analyzed across a range of spatial 
and time scales to understand specific trajectories of transformation, in 
order to define relevant design problems and to formulate a proposal 
for action. This fostered a self-learning process that enabled informed 
projective thinking toward research by design and the development of 
projects that originate from from detailed multi-scale and multi-domain 
inquiries.

The next step focused on the analysis of Lampedusa’s territory. Stu-
dents were asked to identify and locate different types of land-use 
(urban, suburban, rural, nature, water) and subsequently to selected 
zones between two different land-uses or with overlapping land-use 
for their yet to be defined projects. This implied ten zones: urban-
suburban, urban-rural, urban-nature, urban-water, suburban-rural, 
suburban-nature, suburban-water, rural-nature, rural-water, and 
nature-water. The objective was to transcend preconceptions regar-
ding the characterization and division of land-use into know patterns 
and related responses. This approach enabled hybrid solutions that 
can negotiate relevant criteria of architecture, landscape architecture 
and urban design.
 

Students worked in teams of two or three on their selected sites com-
mencing with the outline of a brief for a project based on the preceding 
inquiries. This task required an ability to identify a potential project 
based on the progression from data to information (formulation of an 
inquiry) to knowledge (analysis of the inquiry and identifying potential 
for an intervention), and research by design.
 
We asked students to identify and address four related criteria in their 
projects:
• three relevant spatial scales: i. wider systemic context of which the 
selected sites are part (i.e. energy, water, etc.); ii. site scale concerning 
aspects that are characteristic of the site and its participation in wider 
systems and that can suggest that the project for the site might have a 
prototypical role for other similar sites; iii. differentiation of conditions in 
the selected sites, i.e. micro-climate, terrain, use, materiality, exposure, 
etc.;
• three relevant time scales: i. what is proposed for now; ii. how can 
what is proposed for now develop in the near future [scenarios]; iii. 
what is the long-term perspective of the project;
• three functional scales: i. what is proposed on a wider systemic 
scale; ii. what is proposed for the site in terms of scope and specifici-
ty of programs, activities and events; iii. according to which criteria is 
the program for the site differentiated to meet different already existing 
provisions and in order to inform provisions that need to arise from the 
proposed architectural, programmatic and environmental interventions;
• Human and nonhuman stakeholders in the systems, sites and pro-
jects.

The projects were developed in relation the scale of the entire island 
to utilize interactions between scales and domains. This concerned 
relations between objects and systems, processes and practices, and, 
more specifically, linked social and environmental criteria and objecti-
ves. The following short descriptions of selected projects highlights the 
way students responded to the challenge.
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The project “Meshing up Lampedusa” focused on bioremediation 
through water collection at the intersection between nature and rural 
areas. Water scarcity is the crucial element that initiated the desertifi-
cation process and limited agricultural activities on the island: ancient 
techniques to collect water were ignored and partially replaced by 
infrastructures that were not adequately maintained. The results are 
increasing desertification, soil erosion and decrease of agriculture. 
The project proposes a strategy to harvest non-rainfall water (fog and 
dew) through fabric-covered towers and collecting it to initiate local 
ecology recovery, communal gardening activities as social condensers, 
and environmental education. This is based on the understanding that 
resource management, specifically in relation to water, is a focal area 
for anthropologists that engage place-based community research and 
climate change. The project comprises different future scenarios based 
on the resulting amount of water for the purposes outlined by the 
project.
 
The project “Green Urban Canopy” addresses the existing relation bet-
ween private backyard cultivations in the urbanized areas of the island 
by proposing a vision for mitigation extreme microclimatic conditions 
in urban spaces. As the urban area is the densest and produces large 
amount of waste, collecting and disposing organic waste is seen as an 
opportunity for creating a more self-sufficient island. Residents are to 
collect organic waste. The municipality contributes with brown organic 
waste collected from public spaces. The organic waste is used for a 
bio-composting process to produce soil. The produced soil is used to 
support green projects, as the lack of soil is one of the primary obsta-
cles in creating green spaces in the urban context. The project propo-
ses a block scale green canopy structure.  The proliferation of covered 
green spaces provides shaded outdoor spaces that reduce the urban 
heat island effect in the dense urban environment. The canopy creates 
places to meet involves and fosters community activity, and limits the 
illegal vertical growth of the city. The columns double up as lighting 
system powered by solar energy and to transfer of irrigation water to 
the plants.

The project “M-Filter” proposed a modular architecture for waste 
collection for recycling as an information point, small research lab and 
educational information point. Initially located in the main harbor in 
Lampedusa the architectural elements can be relocated in part or as a 
whole to different sites on the island, addressing locally specific waste 
combinations and recycling strategies over time. The project makes 
specific provisions for the collection of plastic waste from the sea and 
on land to address the current problem of increasing plastic pollution 
and its impact on marine life. This part of the project was informed by 
interviews with researchers of the Marevivo NGO. Furthermore, the 
project proposed a micro-economy with workplaces for locals based 
on waste collection, waste related research and waste recycling.

In conclusion the studio sought to combine various modes of inquiry 
with research by design in the search for an integrative approach to 
meeting complex sustainability criteria that can exceed established cri-
teria for architectural, landscape and urban design. Local data-collec-
tion could not take place to the desired extent since the time needed 
exceeded the duration of the studio. In the future it might be useful to 
parallel the studio with correlated research activities, such as linked 
research studios or with PhD-level research to enable longer term 
development of demographic, economic and environmental develop-
ment. This entails the combination of an interdisciplinary research-by-
design approach with an explicit data science approach. Furthermore, 
it would be of interest to couple this effort with related design and built 
activities in which full scale prototypes could be tested. Running the 
studio successively over consecutive semesters could provide the 
framework for this.
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4.1 MEDITERRANEO
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KATHARINA MEENENGA
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SURURBAN NATURE
NATALIE SALAMA

SIWAR EID
LIVIA MEDICI
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DIVERSITY OF THE RIGID GRID

The constant people´s movement puts an enormous pressure on 
cities to provide space for everyone. The topic of densification, how-
ever, seems to overcast the aim of providing pleasant environments 
for  citizens. Abandoned areas are instantly being transformed into 
new quarters, old buildings vanish to become new bigger dwellings 
or offices and only thanks to big effort of local communities a few free 
spaces are protected from being developed on. 

Following the pragmatic principles of time, space and cost efficiency 
orchestrated by the economy, the souls of our cities are slowly getting 
sucked dry. Role-models are standing out due to either exceptional 
ownership strategies (Vienna Model), new hierarchies for transport and 
mobility (Cycling Copenhagen) or progressive use of smart city solu-
tions (Barcelona 22@).However, despite those few exceptions, a majo-
rity of cities rather fixes short term issues and neglects developing long 
term strategies that reach way further than just one legislation period. 

City dwellers with all their individual, social, cultural, demographical 
or political pursuits and beliefs are displaying how diverse and com-
plex its structure and behaviour is. Involving other influential factors 
like ecology, economics, mobility or geography, people form the focal 
point of our built environment. Nowhere else than in cities it is evident 
how complicated and challenging the built environment can get. While 
singular parameters, such as space, can reach their limits of growth, 
others such as the population rate can keep growing. Past and pre-
sent discussions show that city planning is not a one-way street but 
rather a constant adjustments process . Even though they are so-
metimes more and sometimes less powerful, factors of influence are 
omnipresent. The city fabric must find a resilient approach of constant 
improvement with a clear vision but enough space for adaptation and 
adjustments, or as Jane Jacobs wrote in 1961: 

David Selje
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“Cities are an immense laboratory of trial and error, failure and suc-
cess, in city building and city design. This is the laboratory in which city 
planning should have been learning and forming and testing its theo-
ries.” [1] 

How urban planning can have extreme influences on cities is exempli-
fied by the city of Barcelona. Defined by its medieval structure, the city 
was surrounded by walls and therefore suitable for a limited number of 
citizens. During the Industrialization, the raising importance of Barcelo-
na as a centre of trade and production led to a rapid population growth 
and massive social and humanitarian injustices, which forced the city 
into action to develop new spatial and organizational strategies. This 
led to the Cerda Grid and a huge expansion, which resulted in an 
override of surrounding villages. It was by far the most radical change 
in urban planning in the city’s history and the beginning of a success 
story in urban design. Until today, the octagonal block is part of the 
city’s identity and primary element. 

The Studio “BCN Super Block” focuses on one specific district of the 
city, which once was a village on the edge of Barcelona. The district of 
Poblenou, that predominantly has been an industrial area and the dri-
ver or Barcelona’s economic power for a long time, turned from heavy 
industry into a living district of the city due to the decrease of produc-
tion and the constant search for living habitat [2]. The controversial 
clash of those very different uses led to a great transformation process 
with a constant change. 

This outstanding aim is manifested by the 22@ development strategy, 
which brings in all kinds of stakeholders to shape and fill the aims with 
research and innovation [3]. Despite others, it inhabits the concept of 
the “Super Block”, a cluster of blocks with a new distribution of public 
space. This greater differentiation of the block structure aims to find 
solutions for reduced neighbourhood traffic and a higher access to 
public space. Lower driving speed within the cluster is only one factor 

that creates an additional filter to differentiate the inside from the out-
side even though the block sizes or street depth remains identical.

Adjusting and developing new concepts within a set framework struc-
ture led by social, spatial, health or transportation demands, formed 
the starting point for the design studio in Barcelona. While other parts 
of the city reached its saturation in terms of social and built density, the 
district of Poblenou is still under redevelopment and offers various op-
portunities for transformation processes. The existing fabric with small 
workshops, research institutions, empty plots, huge vacant factories, 
multi-level housing units and big office complexes creates an interes-
ting mix and a vivid atmosphere. Despite following the rules of the grid, 
the height distribution and the usage of the blocks´courtyards seems 
to outrun the possible and creates a completely different atmosphere 
than in other districts in Barcelona. 

With the aim to investigate existing structures and current develop-
ments, the students studied the current setting, engaged with its 
history, and tried to identify further threats and challenges alongside 
the current transformation processes. With a conceptual, sometimes 
radical approach, they further proposed alternative design concepts 
to display additional opportunities and/or provocative possibilities; all 
with the aim of increasing the quality of the urban space and the built 
environment. 

Within the complex network of multiple parameters, the investigation 
and research were grounded in a study trip to Barcelona. There, the 
students experienced the atmosphere and the genius loci through city 
walks and engaged with the IAAC research institute and with local 
architecture firms to better understand the circumstances, drivers and 
opportunities of such change. The complex and widely spread actions 
taken on multiple scales, show how advanced the city is in terms of 
applied research and the conscious urban planning in the digital era. 
We discussed, how Barcelona uses data mining and evaluation to 
increase the efficiency of its network. The municipality´s progressive 
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approach to promote the use digital tools to support qualitative design 
parameters with quantified information, is remarkable [4]. The research 
teams and the city council are taking action to use the city as a test 
field to learn how to proceed with building future cities, even though 
the advantages and impacts it can have on topics like urban micro-
climate or mobility are still under development.
 
Based on this fruitful information, the design projects dealt with all 
kinds of different focuses. They all considered not only a single element 
to become a changing force but a network of multiples. The City of 
Barcelona was a great way to investigate the state-of-the-art strategies 
of constantly adjusting and shaping our future living spaces in highly 
densified urban areas.    

[1]    Jacobs, Jane. (1961) The death and life of great American 

       cities. New York : Vintage Books

[2]    Checa-Artasu, M. (2000). Poblenou i la reconversió de les 

       fabriques (Poblenou and the reconversion of the factories). 

       Icària. Papers From the Historic Archive of Poblenou, No. 4.

[3]    Garcia, Lidia; Rodriguez‐Castellanos, Arturo; 

       Barrutia‐Guenaga, Jon (2013). Proceedings of the 5th 

       European Conference on 

       Intellectual Capital: ECIC 2013. Academic Conferences Limited.

[4]    Official website of Barcelona City Council. https://pladebarris.

       barcelona/es (Accessed on November 7, 2019)
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4.2 BCN - SUPER BLOCK
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SYMON TOBIAS GUANTERO
ALESSANDRO PEDRAZZOLI

LUCREZIA RODRIGUEZ
CHIARA SACCOMANNO

BACKBONE



Final ReviewBCN Superblock WS 18/19

03 Design the Network

1-Inside courtyard  (the 5th block)

2-Market under the roof  (the 8th block)

3-Open square near the subway  (the 5th block)

4-Inside street for bike and pedestrians  (the 9th block)
Group 03  | Alexandra Bayborodova | Shilin Peng | Muslima Rafikova

5-Culture center of El Poblenou  (the 1st block)

8-Free space in front of housing  (the 2nd block)

6-Sport square near the uni and high school  (the 4th block)

7-Pedestrian line court to the interior block   (the 2th block)
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Build Public Space Network

PUBLIC NETWORK
ALEXANDRA BAYBORODOVA

SHILIN PENG
MUSLIMA RAFIKOVA
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Education Area

Amusement Area

ClimateUsing the City

Emissions Residential Use

Industrial Use

Locate + Identify

Open + Empower

Connect + Densify

Green

„ Line City “

TAPE
ALEXANDRA BAYBORODOVA

SHILIN PENG
MUSLIMA RAFIKOVA
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PARTICIPANTS

PIUS PLUS

KÜBRA AYDIN
EILEEN BOYLAN
CHRISTINA DENZ
NOA GANTZ
SIMONE GASPARRINI
ANNA HERTEL
STEFANIE LUTZ
MARIA MAIER
MARGARITA MAILOVA
VIKTOR NIKOLOV 
TYMARA HAZEL OBERDRIES 
JOZEFINA PALUCA
JULIAN SCHMIDT-EICHBERG
BEKTAS UNUTAN
MELANIE VOLK

THOMAS AUER
CHRISTIAN GOLDBACH
JÜRGEN MAYER H.
DANIELE SANTUCCI

RALPH STERN - UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
MOHAMAD T. ARAJI - UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
J. STOLLMANN - TU BERLIN 
S. PASCOLO - IUA VENEZIA
J. RISOM - GEHL ARCHITECTS
SIEGLINDE WOLTER - AUDI
KONRAD FLEISCH - AUDI

TEAM

GUEST CRITS

PARTICIPANTS

HYPERAUBING

PAVLOS ANTONIOU
SABRINA BAUER
SIMONE BEVILACQUA
ANNA LENA BOE´
TOANET BOZKOVA
CHRISTINA DENZ
SARAH DIELENSCHNEIDER
ASTRID GUIZZARDI
CATHERINE FINNEMA
STEFANIE FUSSEDER
ALEXANDRE GRU
LARS HAMMER
QUIWEN HUANG
KATHARINA HUMPEL
FLORIAN KORNBERGER
DIAN KROES
MARIA MAIER
EDUARD MILDENBERGER
YULIYA NENOVA
VIKTOR NIKOLOV
ANNA OCHWAT
GREZEGORZ SCHNOTALE
DAVID SELJE
LINDA SIRANOVA
CHRISTOPH TITZE
JAN URBAN
LI YADONG

THOMAS AUER
CHRISTIAN GOLDBACH
VERENA HEYN
DANIELE SANTUCCI

TEAM
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NEVEREND

ASIA BARNOCCHI
MARIE BENDOVA
JIMMY BRUNNER
EMILY CAYFORD
MIROSLAVA DENINA
IOANNIS DIAKAKIS
YING LI
YULIN LI
EDUARD MILDENBERGER
BERT NOYERZ
ROCIO PELAEZ GUTIERREZ
KRISTINA STEFANOVA
AINA TAPIAS TERRE
TOLGA ÖZDEMIR
WOLFGANG VIDAL
NICOLETTA ZOPPI

THOMAS AUER
CHRISTIAN GOLDBACH
DANIELE SANTUCCI

PARTICIPANTS

TEAM

FUTUROME

RITA ALESSIO
CAMILA BECCAR VARELA  
YVONNE BERREITER  
GAL BIRAN BELAHUSKI GAL
VIKTORIA ELISABETH BLUM
CARLOS BONILLA ENSEÑAT
CYRILLE  BOURGOIN 
REBECCA BREHM
ZULUE CAO
MARIA CHEBOTARENKO 
SARA CIARIMBOLI 
AMELINE DUMOUCHEL 
NARGES EJTEHADI
KASPER ESPENHEIN 
ANJA GLÄSER 
MARÍA DE LA LUZ GONZÁLEZ MILÁN
ANTONIO JAKUBEK 
PETER YDE JANTZEN 
KRISTIAN KARLO 
FLORIAN KORNBERGER FLORIAN
THIBAULT LAURAS 
MENGSHI LIU 
OKSANA MANDRYKA 
CRISTINA MARCO VALLE 
LUCIE MARIETTE 
CATARINA MIRA COELHO BARBOSA SOARES 
ELLIOTT MORGAN
KATIA MOUALEK 
BORIS PLOTNIKOV 
FALINIRINA RAKOTOSON 
ALIREZA ROUHANINIA
FRANCESCO SCARPATI
REOOT SHAYZAF 
JANJA STARC
KATERINA STEFANAKI 
DAMIANO TOSTI 
TIANCHEN YU 
JIAYI ZHOU 

THOMAS AUER
CHRISTIAN GOLDBACH
ALBERTO RAIMONDI
DANIELE SANTUCCI

PARTICIPANTS

TEAM
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ENERGIZING VIENNA

CAMILA BECCAR VARELA
MORITZ BÖCHER
ZOÉ BLANCHOT
DIEGO BUONANNO
LEE-WEI CHEN
TEODOR DUHNEV
ÁLVARO GÓMEZ CHICA 
YILUN HONG
MEGAN HUNTER-WILSON
GÖKSU KÖKSOY
FRANCESCO MARANGI
CRISTINA MARCO VALLE
KATIA MOUALEK
ANDREEA OCIU FLORINA 
AMIR OJALVO
CLAIRE O‘SULLIVAN
GEORGIA PAPADOPOULOU PERDIKOURI
MANUEL JESUS PIRIZ
ZEYNEP SASI
JEANNE EUNICE SISON
KRISTINA STEFANOVA
ANDREA VESELA
PÉROLA VIEGAS BARBOSA
GENEVIEVE HELEN WALSHE
LINA WEBER 
MOLLY WILLIAMS
FENG WU

THOMAS AUER
ATA CHOKHACHIAN
CHRISTIAN GOLDBACH
BRIGITTE HOERNLE
DANIELE SANTUCCI

IRETA KRAAL

IN COOPERATION WITH THE 
VIENNA UNIVERSITY OF 
APPLIED SCIENCES

PARTICIPANTS

TEAM

GUEST CRITS

YOUSRA AARAB 
HAYAT AKYAR 
ELITSA BANKOVA
KHADIJA BENYAHYA
MATTHIAS BRENNER
EMILIE CHARRIER 
ROMANO CHUNG 
LAMBERT DRAPEAU
CAROLINA FANELLI 
SIYU FANG
FILIP HERMANN
KHANH LE
JULIA LUDES
FEDERICO MILO
EDUARDO MOUHTAR RAFEH
NIKOLINA PAUNOVA
ANNA PERES SUZANO E SILVA
SEBASTIAN SEIDL
SAMUEL THOMAS
JULIA ULRICH
ESEN YILDIRIM

THOMAS AUER
STEFAN BEHNISCH
ATA CHOKHACHIAN
CHRISTIAN GOLDBACH
IRETA KRAAL
DANIELE SANTUCCI

CHRISTIAN HOLL

STUTTGART 2.1
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